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INTRODUCTION

The meaningfulness of religious language is a relatively

recent focus of concern in philosophy of religion. Until the

twentie th century the debate betv./een theist and non-theis t

(whether atheist, agnostic or skeptic) seemed to be a meaning

ful issue. All sides of the dispute seemed to be agreed about

the meaningfulness of the issues debated and attacks on

Christianity and related theistic faiths generally argued

either (1) the basic dogmas of religion were either false or

(2) unknown to be true. Claim (1) was usually supported on

empirical grounds, that is, science or common sense or biblical

criticism showed that such presumably key doctrines of the

Christian r61igion as creation, origine.l sin, eternal punish

ment and divine revelation were untenable because of the

findings of geology, biolqgy, linguistics and ancient history.

In addi tion philosophers such as Hume and :1111 attacked theism

on both empirical and logical grounds particularly stressing

the problem of evil. It was held by many others that certain

key dogmas of religion contradicted each other so that it

seemed that on grounds of logic and/or experience theism was

in difficulty.

But theism stubbornly refused to be falsified so easily

so tha.t with the advent of the positivist movement in the

tv.lentieth century non-theists influenced by logical posi-
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tivism switched their attack from the level of the truth of

religious langua.ge to its meaningfulness. Many began to

suspect that nothin~ could falsify theism since more sophis

ticated theists seemed unmoved by the pov.lerful attacks on

theism from empirical quarters.

In the 1940s John Wisdom was able to argue that the

issue bet1deen theist and non-theist was not an empirical issue

after all. He likened it to two travellers who came across an

apparently deserted garden and engaged irt a heated debate on

whether or not there ,,'as a gardener resp~)Dsiblefor the origin

and upkeep of the garden. They were unable to detect the

puta.tive gardener by empirical means and ·the believer (in the

gardener) kept modifying his thesis so that the gardener be

came an inVisible, intangible, eternally eiusive gardener and

consequently undetectable by empirical methods. The evidence

concerning the condition of the garden was quite ambiguous,

sometimes indicating care (by the putative gardener) sometimes

indicating unconcern~'

Antony Flew took this parable and used it to point to

the meaninglessness of religious utterances. But Flew's

attack on theism (which is the ste.rting point of the thesis) is

much' more subtle tha,n the s :imple neo- posi tivism outlined

above might ind ica te. lie shall explore the mu 1 ti-fae etec1

nature of his (and R. Hepburn's) attack ",hieh in many ways

revives many of the old logical considerations of Mill, Bume

et. al. In addition we shall consider one prominent means of

meeting the challenge of Flew: the method of model-con

struction.
vi



The major figure to be considered here is Ian Ramsey

whose "midden lectures of 1963 will be analyzed and compared

with his other several short monographs on religious language.

The two major concepts of religious doctrines to be considered

are 'God' and 'immortality', the t ....10 most difficult but ti'lO

most interesting problems in religious language.

Chapter one will explore Ramsey's first lecture, a c~m~

parison of theol03ical and scientific models. In this lecture

Ramsey introduces the concept of 'empirical fit', his sub

stitute for the positivist principle of 'empirical verification/

falsification.

Chapter two will exemine Ramsey's concept of the role of

models i!1 Psychology and the social sciences in 'Hl1ich he

elaborates the concept of 'personal model' a model he applies

especially to the word 'I' and also to the terms 'freedom'

and 'duty' both of which he relates to 'I'. 'II for Ramsey

is a paradigm for all metaphysics and a key, the best losical

key, to the understanding of 'God'. The basic point Ramsey

tries to show is that all these "'lords 'I', 'God' etc. involve

more than observables. This attempt to 'transcend the ob

servable and yet maintain an empirical basis for his claims is

one of Ramsey's key aims.

In chapter three we examine lecture three on models 8.nd

qv.alifiers and explore Ramsey's application of these to the

concept of 'God'. Here we examine in great detail his dis

cussion of the characterizations of God in chapter two of

Relip;ious Lanp;uae-;e, the most importa.nt section in all of
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Ramsey's works since it is here that he attempts to cash in

his God-models as empirical currency.

In chapter four we turn to two other philosophers of

religion who have discussed the role of models in elucidating

religious lanEuage: Frederick Ferr~, and ~{illiam Austin.

Ferr~ discusses models under the categories of type, scope and

status and we shall see that his concept of model contrasts

strikingly with that of Ramsey and is much closer to the

philosophers of science than Ramsey's concept. is.

Austin's major idea is 'compl~~3ntarity' by which he

parallels the scientific use of the 'corn.i.)l~~entaryr models

of wave and particle to explain optical phenomena with the

theologian's use of compl~mentary models to explain religious

phenomena.

In chapter five we attempt an overall assessment of

model-construction in religious langua5e considering criti

ques from diverse sources ranging from non-theists like R.

Hurlburtt and A. Flew"to sympathetic critics like H. D.

Levlis and Austin himself, ,1t-lho has very interesting cri tiques

of Ramsey.

TIle discussion is considerably broadened in chapter five

to i~clude a consideration of John Hick's 'eschatological

verifica tion I, an attempt to link God-talk i-ii ti1 discourse

about immortality. At this point the problem of disembodied

consciousness, raised in chapter one, is examined in some

detail and applied to both of the above but especially to

God-talk.
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The issue of falsifiability is disposed of cursorily

and itis argued tha.t the theist has problems· but (a) not in

connection ·with meanin8. but with truth and (b) not 'rlith falsifi

cation but with verification since it is easier to stipulate

what would count against theism them it is to show what would

verify it. It is also suggested that on two other counts at

least the theist has difficulties with religious language:

one on the basis of coherence and the other on the basis of

his (the theist's) abuse of ordinary language; But these

are not explored in any great detail since the major issue

in this thesis is Flew's neo-positivist falsification chal

lenge and Ramsey's attempt to meet it.

In connection with this later point it is concluded that

. ,.-
Ramsey (as well as Ferre and Austin) have left too many

logical and epistemic gaps in their reasoning to allow us to

conclude that they have answered the problem raised in (a)

above. Thus the verdict on RC:I.msey's case for Christianity,

so far, must be 'Not proven'.
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CHAPTER I

Since the appearance of the Flew- vvisdom1 parable of the

gardener the problem of the meaningfulness of religious language

has tended to focus on the issue of em~ical falsifiability.

This parable introduced a new stage in the discussion of the

s tatus of religious' language. vihereas the positivis t had tended

to dismiss it (along \<lith pronouncements of metaphysics and

ethics) as cognitively insignificant because of its alleged

unverifiability, Antony Flew's attack is much more subtle.

Rather than dogmatically ruling religious utterances out a priori

he issues a simple challenge. He notes that such putative

assertions as "God loves us" are qualified and modified until

they seem to die the death by a thousand qualifications. 2

Faced YJith this situE!-tion Flew simply asks "Just vvhat would

have to happen to entitle us to say 'God does not love us' or

even 'God does not exist? I therefore put ••• the simple

central' question, '\fuat would have to occur or to have occured

to c0nstitute for you a disproof of the love of, or of the

..... . f Goun? 113eXlSl"enCe 0 ,

As can be seen, Flew has replaced. the triditional

p6sitivist criterion of meaning with something more like

Karl Popper's criterion of falsifiability. He does not ask

"vlha t empirical observations would tend to verify or lend

support to theological assertions?" but ra.ther, "itfuat empirical

evidence ....!Ould falsify or consti tute evidence ap:ai~st
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theological assertions?lI

It might be more accurate to say that the theologian

(and philosopher of religion) rather than having an old prob-

lem replaced by a new one is now in fact confronted by two

problems instead of just one. Or one might merely say that

what we have are really opposite sides of the same coin.

Falsifiability and verifiability are obviously closely related

and the theologian has a difficulty no matter what side of the

coin he opts for. Of course he can reject the problem altogether

and deny tha.t the categories of emPrical verification/fEil

sification are relevant to rel~gious discourse. But this

attitude is somewhat irrational. The burden of proof, it seems,

is on the theologien on at least tivO counts.

(a) Despi te the numerous qualifications that have been

and may have to be made for the original positivist criterion

(e.g. dispositional terms, unobserved entities, fiction, con

di~ionals, and first·principles that are not analytic nor

empirical-axioms; postulates, etc.) it certainly would be

strange for a person to put forward a theory in a respectable

academic discipline (-(;1((;CP;~!.. L1athematic and logic of course)

such as chemistry, psychology, history, economics, etc.,

whjle refusing to allovi evidence to count against it or with

out putting forward evidence in its favour. None of the

writers on religious language I have consulted have denied the

utility of the falBifiability/verifiability criteria (if

sUitably qualified) for the natural and social sciences. It

would then seem to be incumbent on the theologian to demon-
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strate that religious language ought to be an exception to the

rule.

(b) If the theologian is unable and unwilling to allow

anything to count against his assertion the same is not true

of the unbeliever. Bume, J.S. Nill, Flevi and many others are

ready to confront the theist wi th the problem of evil. It is

no coincidence that Flew uses as an example of unfalsifiable

theological utterances "God loves us as a father loves his

children".4 For the existence of human pain and suffering is

relevant to this assertion and seems to count against it.

Further the distribution of pain and evil (the suffering of the

innocent, the prosperity of tyrants and criminals) seems to

count against God's justice if the term "justice" is used in

its ordinary sense.

Confronted with the problem the theist must either re-

treat to obscurantism or present a cogent explanation of evil

and evidence for the'propostition "God loves us tl
• For if we

have a proposition 12. and there is evidence a~ainst it but no

evidence for it then it is plainly irrational to believe .:e.
And this is exactly the situation tha.t seems to pertain to

the assertion IIGod loves us II.

At this point the theist can make a number of moves

(apart from obscurantism which is philosophically uninteresting):.
1. The theist could deny that religious utterances are

assertions despite their formal similarity to ordinary asser-

tions. This would ~ive us a non-co~nitive account of reli~lousQ ~ ~

language in terms of emotive, conative and/or prescriptive
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discourse.
.,

2. He could maintain the,t thel"'e is evidence for' the

proposition "God eXists" in the theistic proofs. In fact

this would invalidate Flew's whole approach, since, as stated,

it is clearly incomplete. For (a) if the ontological argument

is valid the proposi tion flGod exists tl is analytic and con-

sequently empirical evidence becomes irrelevant. And (b) if

the other proofs (especially the cosmological and teleo-

logical) are cogent then there is an empirical base for religious

language that has to be dealt with by Flew and one would be

entitled to ask what. would falsify his position.

3. One could try to explicate religious language by the

use of analogy, metaphor, and models, the validity of l:Jhich

is measured by a different standard, than that of the fal

sification/verifica~ionprinciple, but which nonetheless main-

tains an empirical basis or anchorage. It is this sort of

move that people like Ian Ramsey and Fredrick Ferr~ make in,

order to preserve the intelligibility of religious discourse.

They face in this endeavour a number of problems: (I)

They must show that the criteria they ~ish to substitute for

the verification/falsification principle are tenable sub-·

stitutes. (II) They need, it seems, not only general

theological models and a particualr theistic model but above.
all a theodiciai5 model to incorporate the problems Flew,

Hume, J.L. Mackie and H.J. NcCloskey6 '\wula raise concerning

the existence and distribution of evil in the cosmos.

(III) They must clarify the relation their models bear to
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"realityll, :L,e. what sort of o:ltological status the models

have, \'.'hat type of ontological commi tment they entail. In

addition they ought to be able to indicate that there are good

reasons for opting for their models rather than, say, a

naturalistic model of the universe.

In this thesis I intend to compare and contrast the
/

approaches of Ferre and Ramsey to the problems of religious

language, their explications of the function, role, and status

of theological models indicating the strengths and weaknesses

of their respective approaches. In so doing, I will attempt

to answer two basic questions already hinted at:

A. ~i.ha t ontological commi tment or reference do these
models entail?

B. Do they solve or at least help to solve the problem
of the meaningfulness of religious language _yis~

a~0s the verification/falsification principle?

Tne former raises the problem of reference, the meta

physical (or ontological) issue, whereas the latter raises

the problem of sense, the epistemic (or methodological)

issue.

Ian Ramsey has probably done more in the field of explica-

ting the IDDd els of theology than anyone else. I-10st of his

books are attempts to apply the methodology of model con-

struction to various ar'2as of Christian doctrine. The two

works of his that will be the major focus of attention will be

his Relip:ious Lan8uag.§. and Models and iAystery, a work based

on the 1963 IrJhidden lee tures. I will s tart by considering the

latter since in it he sums up the methodology which he employs
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in his other works and prese4ts and elaborate:,s his concept

of models, stressing the similarities and differences beti'leen

those of theology and the natural and social sciences. In

addition he attempts to clarify the relation of models to

both qualifiers and mystery, and the affinities they have with

metaphor and analogy. vie shall then explore hOv.l he applies

this general methodology to particular religious dogmas

especially concentrating on Reli~ious Lan~uage since it is in

this work that he articulates the concept of God by use of

models and qualifiers. villi le not ignoring other areas of

oncentrate on the key concept
if$:' {/' r

of God.

religious language I wish to
{ I:/(,{/ A f '1ft,

"" ( " f," ,J"':;'iii '/ [,
~".f~, \ ./",,,:1' 1;;/

This can be justified by pointing out that the meaning of

many Y'eligious utterances is dependent upon the meaning of

the word "God". For example, the expressions "Christ is the

Son of God ":, tithe grace of God", "the law of God ", "the Church

of GOd"~: "man is the image of God", tithe Bible (Koran, etc.)

is the word of God" all employ terms that are meaningful per

se~:, that is, in the context of ordinary language and in

'which it would be possible to substi tute a proper name while

retaining a meaningful expression.

But if the word IlGod" is i tse1f nonsensical then the

expressions above are also. These expressions have meaning

if and only if "God" is meaningful.

So far it may seem
",l,:;."

the theist has merely one problem
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\'-Ihen it comes to religious language, namely the neo-posi ti

vist challenge of Flew. But -in fact there is at least one

other standpoint from which the theist can be attacked:

that of ordlnary language.' Tnis also, like the neo-posi ti

vism of Flei'T, is an outgrowth of the logical positivism of

the inter-war years.

Flew himself uses this technique especially in chapter

two of God ~~nd Philos0J2.!2.Y but it is also exemplified in Eonald

Hepburn's .Qflristianit,y and Paradox. (Both Flew and Hepburn

aCknowledze their indebtedness to ee"ch other.) This attack,

while it makes use of the modified positivist criterion of mean

ing, puts more'emphasis on the paradoxical (if not contra

dictory) language of theism and its use (or abuse) of termin

ology from ordinary language. To take an example, Christian

theists (following the Bible) speak of God seeing, hearing, will

ing, acting in the world and speakiQg to man. The Bible also

speaks of God's eyes"hands, ears, et~., that is, the organs

\"1i th which Vi'e assoc la, te sensations, voli tio.qs, thoughts et aL

in ourselves and 0 ther people. Bu t the creeds of the church

assure us that God is "Without body, parts, or passions. II

Now to avoid the charge of contradiction (and of anthro

pomorphism) the sophisticated theologian \,,-ill reply that talk

of God's eyes, heart, mind (although this last may be an excep

tion) is not. to be taken literally. Yet God thinks, wills and

in some sense sees (is conscious of) what goes on in our world.

This challenge of the linguistic philosopher raises

problems for the theist in at least two different areas. For
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the above example, \'lhile it may seem to' raise only the prob

lem of disembodied consciousriess, has ramifications not only

for God-talk but also for discourse reg~rding immortality.

The latter problem is an interesting one in that it is

both independent of and closely related to the problem of

~IGod fl. To demonstrate this note that while I pointed out above

tha t expres sions like Il son of God" and "law of God II depend for

their sense on the meaning of IIGod II (8,ssuming it proper to

speak of proper names as meaningful; but is IIGod" a proper

name anyway~») this is not true of expressions concerning immor

tali ty. ThE! assertion "Socrate s is immortal II is meaningful

whether or not "God" is. In this way ,'belief in immortality 1s

logically distinct from religious language and not necessarily
.., .• ',.,•..•. , .•• ~,•• "" ...,,, .... ,,.""".,....,,. ""U··'·'''··~, ... ,."."";'.,,.n~'.'W'''''';'·· ,," '.

a religious belief a·t all. (Plato Is belief in immort.ali ty

doesn I t seem to be religious bu t philosophical). Fhile vie have
"---__._----....-.-.-_--. ,,_._.....- ......----. , ,....-_..,..-J.

a tendency to think of belief in God and belief in immortality

as related (and as a matter fact they Dften are) there seems to

be no conceptual necessity linking the two. One can believe

in God but not in immortality 2nd vice versa.

However, it would not be difficult to connect the two

conceptually and to raise a dilemma for the theist. There seem

to be only t\,;O ways in which to maintain the intelligibili ty

of immortality-language: 1. one could defend a Platonic

Cartesian dualist view of man as two distinct but mysteriously

related entities; a material body on the one hand and an in-

corpor-eal mind-soul on the other. This mea.ns that the latter

can exist independently of the former and it makes sense to
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speak of disembodied consciousness hence immortality is per-

fectly plausible. This seems to be the position of traditional

theism as rE!presented by Augustine, Aquinas and St. Paul. 7

2. The second line of defence would be to adopt an Aristo- .

telian-Strawsonian position on man and regard him as a unit~

not a duality of body and mind with the latter being not a
>

substance but capacities, dispositions, etc. In this case

man could not survive death since the mind is inextricably

connec ted to (but not identical with) the body. In this case

immortality could be maintained but only on the ground that

the rrhole person, body and mind (consciousness) will be recon-

sti tu ted (pr'esumably by God) at some po int after death. This

is the posi tlion adopted by John Hick in his defense of resur

rection and eschatological verification. 8

Neither alternative is part.icularly appealing to the

philosophical theist, If he opts for the former he has all

the difficulties associated with ~atopic~Cartesian dualism,

difficulties that it would be superfluous to raise here

(Ryle's The Concept of Mind does this sufficiently well). If

he opts for the latter he has all sorts of problems with per-

sonal identity.

Suppose he does opt for the latter and relies on the

concept of God's omnipotence and omniscience to stifle objec

tions that (a) these putatively resurrected persons could not

be the same persons who died at such-and-such a time and place

and (b) they could not be ~~ to be the same even if Eer

impossible they were. The theist at this point still does
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not have disembodied conscio~·3ness for men but he still needs-- .

it for God. He must therefore maintain that it is merely

a contingent empirical fact that man is not a combination of

body and mind. "Disembodied consciousness" would still be

meaningful (it has to be for IlGod ll to make sense): it is

merely the case that God's consciousness is disembodied while

man's is no t .

So while the theist can appeal to resurrection to make

immortality intelligible in the face of his rejection of

disembodiea consciousness (fo~ man) he still needs the concept

for God and there are formidable difficulties here. Is it

intelligible to attribute to God predicates of consciousness

(particularly sensations) while denying Him sense organs?

( "wi thou t body, Rarts or passions II). Does it make sense to

speak of God thinking without a brain?

These are diffi~ult questions for the theist, questions

that strike me as being much more formidable that the neo-

positivist falsification criterion. In fact I shall argue

(A) that falsification is a relatively trivial problem that

can be disposed of much more easily that many theists (and non-

theists) seem to feel, (B) that, in fact, the old-style

verification criterion is a stiffer test for the theist than
.

falsification since it is much easier to stipulate what would

falsify theism than it is to stipulate what 'ltlould verify. it.

I shall also argue (0) that more difficult than either of tJ;1e

above is the problem of l1 0rdinary language" especially 1tihen

predicates that derive their meanin~ from everyday human
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events and actions are applied to the "transcendental 'I realm.

Complicating this is the problem of the internal consistency

of theistic discourse; (D) that Ramsey and Ferre have interes

ting but ultimately unsatisfactory solutions to these problems

with their concepts of rrodels and have not yet met the Flew

Hepburn challenge; (E) that despite the formidable difficulties

concerning meaning (cited in (C) above) the real problem of

religious language, the ultimate difficulty for the theist is

not sense but reference.

Now Ramsey is not unaware of these various difficulties,

particularly the ones regarding the extent to which ordinary

language is either stretched by theistic language to the

breaking point (or leads to incoherence). In fact, Ramsey

argues that religious language must be logically odd and queer

from the standpoint of ordinary lan5uage. How then does he

propose to deal with these formidable problems?

The first two lectures in Models and M~ery deal with the

role of models in particular academic disciplines, the first

involving a comparison of scientific and theological models.

The second is a cursory examination of models in the "human"

sciences, psychology and social science. The third lecture

is most general of all, relating models and qualifiers in

various 'd1s-c iplines.

In chapter one, Ramsey outlines three uses of rrodels and

draws three parallels for theological models. He further
,

stipulates two conditions for scientific models to meet.

Theological models are required to meet the first but not the
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second (which is, roughly, the verification principle ).. But

Ramsey offers an alternative~o experimental verification in

his concept of -"empirical fit" which he elucidates partly in

chapter two 'vi th reference to psychology, a field in 'Vv'hich he

claims that "personal" models are needed which are of the

"empirical fit" type. 9 In chapter three he stresses both the

relation of models and metaphors and that of models and quali

fiers. The former (models and metaphors) are supposed to be.

the "basic currency" for mystery.lO Qualifiers are he1d to be

the "rou te from model to mys tery II. 11

Ramsey begins chapter one by pointing out what he regards

as an often overlooked and misunderstood common feature of·

disparate academic disciplines: lithe use they make of models ll
•
12

He immediately connects this with the second key concept men-

tioned in the title: mystery. "It is by use of models that

each discipline provides its understanding of a mystery which

confronts them all. lI13 Thus, we see at the outset not only

that models provide "scientific and theological understanding"14

but that they also point to mystery. In a sense they both

reveal (or disclose) and conceal.

Ramsey then raises the Platonic type question: tl"h'hat is a

model?"15 and gives a iiittgensteinian anS"I'ler, calling upon the

history of science to see how the term lImodel" has been used.

He begins with "Lord Kelvin's well-known reference to mechanical

models, "l'Jhich is an example, he says, of a II scale model ll or a

"picturing model".16 Other examples of such models include

Bohr's model of the atom and Rutherford's solar system
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model. 17

vvhile acknowledging that-< scale models are still useful in

understanding various phenomena his v;hole argument "presup-

poses a new era in science, a new way of theorizing in terms

of models. 1118 This has important lessons for theology

because tithe result is to make scienee not a picture language

about the universe but a collection of ~istinctive, reliable

and easily specifiable techniques for talking about a

universe vJhich is ultimately rnysterious".19

Ramsey agrees that while there has been no explicit scale

model era in theology ilmuch theological discourse has been

construed as if it incorporated scale models, picturing models,

less or more complex". 20 Examples of this are alleged to be

the picturing of God as judge, king, father and shepherd. He

concedes that there are "enormous advantages" to this view-

point, two of which he regards as especially relevant to his

Second, picturing models being replicas, they re
produced identically important and relevant proper
ties which also belonged to the object modelled. To
this extent the models prOVided the scientist and the
theologian •••.. with reliable genuine descriptions. 2l

As we shall see Ramsey hopes to retain these two advan-

tages of the picturing model while avoiding the crUdities,

absurdities and pseudo-problems that too straight-forward an

interpretation would entail. This, it would seem, commits him
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to demonstrate at least three points in connection with

( theologice,l) models: (1) Th)y must enable him to be articu

late about religious phenomena while preserving mystery. (2)

They must reproduce important and relevant properties belonging

to the object modelled. To the extent that Ramsey is able to

do this he will clarify the answer to the first of the key

questions I raised at the outside, ie. the issue of "ontic

reference". (3) He should show that his models do avoid the

logical difficulties that the simplistic "picture" account

runs into. If he could accomplish this he would have a tenable

ca'se for his models.

Two problems arise in connection with the simple scale

model view. One is the question of compatibility. This is a

problem for both theological and scientific models. In the

latter we have the familiar waveparticle theories of light or

the dicotomy of the common sense and electron tables. In the

former we have the i~compatibility of king, father, etc. with

houses of defence and strong towers. 22 Secondly, picture models

drain mystery out of religious language. 23

Now a problem arises here for Ramsey, of which he takes

cognizance, viz. 'Vlhat is the alternative? vIe seem to have

two choices - to utake refuge in the inexpressible, or sponsor

a scholastic doctrine of analogy,,~24 Ramsey suggests a

tertium quid o~ what is in reality a combination of the above

two. For he attempts to preserve the mysterious (the inex

pressible) in religion while making use of analogy via the

concept of t1analogue models".
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The las t term is borrowed from ~1ax Bla.c k who in turn

borrowed the concept (but not: the term) from James Clerk

Maxwell. The latter was attempting to deal wi th the problem

of action at a distance involved in Faraday's concept of

lines of force. Maxwell wanted to mediate between the view

that they were "mere mathematical abstractions" and the view

that they were picture models,25 that is, he tried to explicate

a "model which stands someltlhere between a picture and a mathe

matical formula"26 an lIanalogue model"27 a term, as noted,

borrowed from Max Black, a~Lhough Ramsey prefers the term

"disclosure model".

He gives reasons for this preference" but fitst let us

look at a passage from Black cited by Ramsey:

An analogue object is some material object, a system,
or process designed to repr:>duce as faithfully as
possible in some new medium the structure or web
of relationship in an orlgirial •.• the crucial
difference between the two types of models is in
the correspon¢ling methods of interpretation. Scale
models •••. rely markedly upon identity: their

"aim is to imitate the original .~. " On the other
hand, the making of analogue models is guided by
the more abstract aim of reproducing "the structure
of- the original. 28

Why does Ramsey prefer "disclosure" to "analogue" in des-

cribing the model? He agrees with Black that there must be

"structural similarity" without "sheer reproduction, replica

picturing".29 This is equivalent to "similarity-wi th-a

difference" and it is this that IIgenerates insight, that leads

to disclosures when ••• 'the ligh t dawns' ".30 It boils down

to a difference of concern. Ramsey 1s concerned with the

"context of discovery" - the origin of the model in dis-
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closure or insight whereas Black is concerned ~ith its logical

structure - lithe context of justification" although Ramsey

would maintain that, in this case anyway, the former 1s. rele

vant to the latter.

Now he argues that it is with this type of model that

"contemporary science is most concerned"31 and cites as

evidence three uses of models enumerated by Dr. Leo Apostel:

(i) "First it is characteristic of scientific models that

they enable a theory, a deductive system, and in particular

mathematical treatment to be given in respect of phenomena

which are at present uninterpreted and lack a scientific

mapping. u32 As examples Ramsey cites the case of light

being treated in terms of linear propagation and then be~ng

developed to cover reflection and refraction, and the use of

a computer to model the nervous system. In each of these cases

uthere are some features of the phenomena •.. which with some

features of the model generate a disciosurell. 33

(ii) "A model may simplify the phenomena and the treat

ment by singling out fundamental notions which again it

echoes in the disclosure which brings it to birth l,~. 34 This

is especially necessary where the theory or mathematical treat

ment. is so complex that it be,dlders and renders articulation

problematical., rnis, it is clear, corresponds with the first

advantage of "scal e models" i.e. they enable us to be articulate

about the phenomena.

(iii) "Models also are profitably used in science when
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they are in some way t1representative of 1/ or become proxy for,

a topic which eludes our gra~p or view, being somehow associa

ted with that topic in a disclosure,. 1135 This is especially

useful 'when the object studied is too big, too small, too

dangerous or too far away to be observed and experimented

wi tho

Ramsey points out the similarity regarding articulation

with scale models. Bui i1:- is similarity-with-a-difference!

For now "articulation ••• ' is much more tentative than it

was before". 36 Philosophers and scientists are much more

cau tious in deali ng with it. ,Some phi losophers of science

subordinate the model to the mathematical' and deductive theory

with which it is associated. But this raises a key issue:

"HOi'! can 'ltle be reliably articulate? 1137

This in turn is not unconnected with one of our major

issues, an issue Ramsey himself raises: "'h'hat is its (the

model'§) reference?'Ylhat sort of ontological committment

does it involve?tt38 He raises the issue here in connection

with scientific rather than· theological models. The latter

issue is raised in Religious Lan~uage.39

Rather than answering the question he gives us two con-

ditions which most hold if a disclosure model is to give us a

reliable scientific understanding of the phenomena. But, before

we look at these two conditions I prefer to note the three

parallel functions of theological models. Then we cen consider

the two condi tions "'ihich sc ientific models have to fulfill

in connection with the two condl tions he stipula"tes for theo-

logical models for at this point the parallel breaks down.
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In theology:

11(1) Models can be seen as builders of discourse. as

giving rise to large-scale interpretations of phenomena that

so far lack a theological mapping. 1140 This can be both

compared and contrasted with the parallel use of scientific

models. In both cases Vie are attempting to map uninterpreted

phenomena of religion. Examples of such ~odels are those of

Messiah and Logos which were used "to make possible the emer-

gence of some reliable and. consistent large-scale doctrinal

discourse. 1141 It 1s the explication of this type of model

that is the theme of Ramsey1s Christian Discourse and

"(2) In a second group come models which enable us to

make sense of discourse 'whose logical structure is so per

plexing as to inhibit literacy. 1142 Its purpose is to "simplify

complex discourse •.. by singling out one or other of the

fundamental notions it contains '1.43 .This cen be seen as even

more straightforwardly parallel to the second function of

scientific models.

"( 3) In a third group come tho se models v,-hich enable us

to talk of what eludes us. 1144 Here again there is similarity-

with-a-difference vis-a-vis the scientific model. They too

enable us to grasp what eludes us but scientific objects do

not elude our grasp in precisely the same way that a theological

object does. Examples of such models are those that speak of

God as"King, judge and father. tl45 It is especially appro-

priate that Ramsey uses the concept ·of God as his example
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here, for this concept as elecoor-ated in Relip:ious Lane:uage is

very elusive as we shall see.

What then of the two conditions that must hold? For

scientific models they are:

. (a) "structurally the model must somehow or other
chime in ·wi·th e.nd echo the l:;henomena •.•. The model
arises in a moment of insie;ht 1"!hen the universe dis
closes itself in the points ~nere the phenomena and
the model meet ••.. Such a disclosure arises around
and embraces both the phenomena and their- associa
ted model.

(b) In any scientific understanding a model is the
better the more prolific it is in generating de
ductions which are then open to experimental veri
fication a.nd falsification. 1146

vfuat about theological models? Do the same two con-

ditions hold? Ramsey answers the first affirmatively and the

second negatively.

"In all cases the models must chime in "!tilth the pheno

mena; they must arise in 'a moment of inSight or disclosure". 47

But, n (b) It is, ho\;'ever, the second c'ondi tion v:hich mos t

sharply distinguishes the theological model from the

scientific model".48

Since condition (b) is virtually equivalent to the no-

torious verification principle it is quite relevant to our

second major question. Ramsey is quite explicit in rejecting

its applicability to religious discourse. "A model in theology

does not stand or fall With, a theological model is not judged

for its success or failure by reference to, the possibility

of verifiable deductions.,,49

Is it a legitimate move? Is Ramsey's position intel-
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ligible? Since, rather than excluding the verification fal-

sification principle from science he explicitly commends it,

it is incumbent upon him to explain why the principle should

not apply to religious discourse. If it doesn't then is such

language cop,;nitively meaningful? Ramsey suggest different

criteria for judging the adequacy of tbeological models,

which he sets forth not only in this section but also under his

discussion of condi tion 1. Are they adequate cri teria? Can

they.give the empirical anchorage to religious language

that would be supplied by the verific8.tion/falsification prin-

ciple if it were not ruled out· a priori?

lfuat are these criteria then by which the adequacy of

theological models are to be judged?

It is rather judged by its stability over the widest
possible range of phenomena, by its aoility to
incorporate the most Giverse phenomena not incon
sistently. A particular model in theology •... is
not noV! used to generate deductions which me.. y or may
not be e.,-per·imentally verified ..... it ra ther stands
or falls according to its success ••• in harmonizing
whatever events are to hand. 50 .

The three major criteria for Ramsey then seem to be

scope, consistency and harmony. It is '"hat he calls the "method

of empirical fit",51 a concept he elaborates and illustrates

in chapter two. vfrlile different from the verification prin-

ciple it functions as a putative replacement. It is designed

for the same pnrpose: "11, is ..•

they resemble each other and ...

important to see ~here

to see where they face the

same problem and may each e:nbrace the same solution. ,,52 But

before unpacking this concept we should perhaps look more
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closely at condition one as it relates to theological models.

It seems clear that it also bears some relation to

"empirical fit" and is therefore relevant to the issue of

whether or not Ramsey has an acceptable substitute for the

verification/falsification principle:

There must be something about the universe and
man's experience in it which, ~or example, matches
the behavior of a loving father •.•. there must
be something about certain cosmic situations'which
matches ttose situations in which men find them
selves in the presence of a judge or a king. 53

As examples Ramsey cites insights which originate par-

ticular models such as personal affection or slave release in

relation to the phenomena of Christian life. These in turn

lead to a better understanding of Grace and Atonement. The

same is true, he says, of Logos and lulessiah and the concept

of revelation although he does not unpack such ideas in this

context.

On general grounds there seem to be no objections to this

method, although the application by Ramsey to particular

examples does generate problems. But as an answer to Flew's

question with which we began it may be quite feasible. For

implicit in the above question is a criterion which would

specify \';hat counts .§!:B£inst the Christian claim. If there

were nothing in the universe or cosmic situation which did

not resemble the behaviour of a loving father or a judge

these claims would be falsified.

There is also the related problem, pointed out by Hume,

Flew, ~t a1. that in fact many "cosmic situations" point to
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the opposite conclusion about a loving father. But I will

postpone discussion of this proble;n until we consider Ramsey's

some~hat sketchy theodicy in Religious Language.

Let us first finish our analysis of chapter one of

Models and Mystery. Ramsey connects in the last part of this

chapter, condition one and the problem of ontological com

mittment. Having discarded the old "pict1?-re model" view we

must ask "vvnat on this view are models about?"S4

The answer is complicated and is composed of two part~ 

"they are in one sense about, they refer to, the observable

events in which they are either verified or find their

fi t ".55 So in some way and in some sense they "corre.spond

with reality". But even more important for Ramsey "They each

arise out of, and in this way become currency for, a universe

that discloses itself to us in a moment of insight. 1156 'rhis

helps to solve, according to Ramsey, the problem of "ontic

reference" - "The ontological committment arises in a dis

closure, and the model, v:hether in science or theology pro-

vides us with its own understanding of ...

discloses." 57

what the discolsure

Now it might seem that Ramsey has confused the contE::)lli.ts

of discovery and justification. But he would undoubtedly reply

that the insight or disclosure - the discovery-- is quite

relevant to the justification of the use of theological models.

In fact, the two questions raised at the beginning - the issue

of ontic reference and empirical fit - are inseparable for
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Ramsey. \lhether or not he can maintain this posi tion will

be one of the major foci of the rest of the thesis.



In Ramsey's first lecture we saw that he left us with a

number of probleme, especially those of ontic reference and

"ettrPirid3.1~fj,t. He was primarily concerned with comparing·and

contrastin~ theological and scientific models stressin~ that
• "-" ., "-.-i

in neither case should the models be regarded as pictures but

rather as disclosure models. In his second lectur'e he

attempts to apply similar considerations to the models of

psychology and social science.

There are tvlO basic concepts that we shall focus our

attention on in this chapter: That of personal model and that

of empirical fit. I hope, for the sake of clarity, to keep

the tWJ distinct but since they are somewhat entangled in

Ramsey's exposition this will not al'N'ays be possible. For in

stance he gives as an example of a personal model 'a loves b'

and asserts tha t this is. the type of model which has to be

jUdged on the basis of 'empirical fit l
•

l I plan to depart

more from the schema of chapter one. :'ly intention is to be

more than expository by (a) adding a few critical comments

and (b) refer:ping" to othervwrks of Ramsey in order to eluci-

date futher these two major concepts.

For Ramsey there are three paradigms of disclosure models

which are particularly,useful and instructive if we wish to

map the logical geography of the term "God". By exploring
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these in som~ detail we will be in a better position to

examine this key term ("God I') in chapter three. These three

basic paradigms are "1 ft
, "freedoro tl and "duty". Of these the

first is most bas:i..c (to the underst,::mding of "God") partly

because it is basic to the understanding of "duty" and "freedom".

In another context, for eXR.mple, he tells us that "in

this word 'I' we have a paradigm for all metaphysical inte

·grators".2 One such metaphysical integrator is IIGod" and if

asked how do we talk of thi s integra tor vmr:c1. "our first move

towards an answer must be - model 'God' on '1 1 ".3 In

Religious Lan~ua~ he also stresses the 'close logical kin

ship between "God" and "I ", . 4 In Reli~,ion and Science he un

packs more clearly in what ways the 'logical behaviour of the

i'lOrd "God" resembles that of ·"1 III • 5 ~le shall be looking more

closely at this later but right now it ought to be pOinted

out that Ramsey's theology is going to be tied closely to his

theory of personal i~entity or the self and that his theory

is quite incompatible with a behaviourist, mechanistic or

deterministic account of human behaviour.

It is important to point out however that Ramsey's view

of the self is a necessary but not sufficient condition for

justifying God-talk. That is, he must make good his claim

that in the appropriate disclosure si tllations \'!e are aviare 'of

'more than observables l if these are to be paradigm cases for

discourse about God. But even if he established this it by

no means entails automatically that 'he has justified theistic

language. vmat I propose to do in this chapter then is to
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examine (A) Ramsey's concept of personal models with special

attention to the paradigms "r" and IIfreedom", (B) his concept

of empirical fi t and (C) the pu tative link between the Hdu ty"

and "1 11 paradigms on the one hand and the "Godll paradigm on

the other.

(A) Personal models

At the outset of the second Hhidden ··lecture Ramsey, as

usual, is attempting to avoid a Scylla-Charybdis situation.

He wants to allow the behavourist and others with a propensity

to scientific rigour to use mathematical models and scientific

method in their s::,udy of man, while preserving the uniqueness

and irreducibility of human persons and acts to mechanistic

or orge.nic prine iples. He bee;ins by citing a psychologist vii th

behavouristic sympathies, R.C. Atkinson, who models psychology

on rna thematical physic s and explain s human learning on the

basis of stimulus, response and reinforcement all of which

are to be measured with mathematical precision.

Ramsey finds a couple of basic difficulties in Atkinson's

account. He feels that he overlooks the participant-observer7

distinction by equating lIact " and "movement"8 and he reduces

persons to organisms. But Ramsey is far from rejecting

Atkinson's models 1n toto. They are useful lias far as they

go".9 But they do not, they cannot (logically)go all the ""ay.

For we are talking not merely about objects but about a

subject.(which casnot be r~duced to an object) and in fact

the concept "ob j ec til is logically incomplete i"Ji thou t the

concept "subjectll.lO vie have an insight into ourselves ".,'hich
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is the basis of the psychological models and it is this in

sight (in part) .which leads many to' claim that tithe da.ta of

psychology are somehow 'basically different from those of

the natural sciences' tI.ll

So far Ramsey's point is just as germane to the natural

as to the social sciences. Even a claim such as tithe nearest

star is 4.3 light years awaytl (a presumably objective claim)

entails a subject making the claim so that evert here one can-

not eliminate the subjective reference.

But an additional factor complicates the picture in the

social sciences. Unlike physics or chemistry the subject-

matter of psychology includes notjlist objects but 2qrselves.

In studying learning, for: example, we are studyin3 an activity

in which it;~articipa"ve unlike studying say the course of the

'starry skies above, geological strata or inorganic chemistry.

(But what about organic chemistry?) Now in talking of human

behaviour in terms of models we must bear this in mind. In·

discussing learning we are discussing an action in which we

ourselves have paxticipated and it is this 'occasion of' par-

ticipation' tha.t gives rise to the model in a 'moment of

insight f .12

This insight gives rise to Ramsey's personal models. He

does not use tt:e term here but he does speak of fltr-~is Qersonal

corrective tl13 (my emphasis) to Atldnson's talk of humans as

organisms. That we are organisms Ha::nsey does not deny. lfBut

are we more?t,14 At this point he ci tes Peter i1iinch's argument
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that the account of human love (in Romeo and JUliet) is unin-

telligently described by using the same categories as tllose

applied to a sexually excited rat. Shakespeare does a much

better job at this point. 15

The mistake of the behavourist is the same as the mistake

of Kelvin. He takes his models to be picture models. There

is less excuse for this blunder than there was for that of

Kelvin:

in the case of psychology, there ousht to be an
absolute safeguard against these blunders. For
in the case of psychology all of us know at
once what the model is a~out. It is about
persons like ourselves. l

Now there are a couple of problems we might raise here:

first, how ~ell do we know ourselves? Richard Taylor points

out that "our knowledge of man, of human history, of cultures

remote in time and distance, fills volumes, and yet each of

us is bewild~red by that one being that is closest to him,

namely, himself .•. it seems that the simplest question one

can ask about himself - the question ... vmat am I? - is the

very hardes t to answer". 17 Eu t perhaps Ramsey would agree '.,;i th

this since he is as anxious as Taylor is to stress the

mysterious character of man.

But secohd, how do we know that other persons are like

ourselves? One need not sponsor so absurd a theory as

solipsism to see that Ramsey has a problem here. He may have

insight into his own self but does he have the same type of

access to other persons? But let us lay aside these problems
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Elsevlhere Ramsey asks IICan human behaviour in principle

and on all occasions be adequately and satisfactorily treated

in terms of observables: in terms of what can be perceptually

verified?1I18 That it can in part Ramsey is quite \'iilling to

concede. In Religious Lanp:;uap;e he says 'Plainly "I" is in

part tractable in observational language •.,19 It is not some

thing "entirely independent of our public behaviour". 20

. In connection with cybernetics Ramsey again concedes that

the behaviourist is right as far as he goes. The study of the

brain has been greB. tly advancEd by this method but human

behaviour cannot be exhaustive~y described by these techniques. 21

There are at least two undesirable consequences that follow

from the behaviouris t vievlpoint: (i) There is no room left for

the concept of respof1sibili ty vihich fur ther entails a "serlous

tension between the two foundations of modern society, law

and science,,22 and (1i) eccentricity and individuality would

be ruled out especially in education. 23 But Ramsey fails to

establish that undesirability of consequences is a sufficient

reason for disbelieving a theory. I find predictions of gloom

reg~rding man's fate undesirable (for example the theory that

mankind is doomed to extinction because of nuclear war,

faruine, pollution etc.) but the undesirabili ty of these hap

penings is no argument against beliEf in their occurence.

Closely allied to the "I" paragigm are the concepts of

"freedom" end "immortality" and "duty". The first two of

these are the theme of Ramsey's Freedom and ImmortalilY., which
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elucidates in more detail what. is entailed in his concept of

personal models. His concern here is to justify discourse

abou:t these tl-.O specific concepts menGioned in the ti tle,

although Ramsey's account of immortality ~s much less clear

and less interestins thGn that of John Hick, (whose discussion

of immortality will be considered in chapter 5). But how:

does Ramsey justify discourse about freedQm and immortolityf

IlEach a:bJpeals to a s irnilar kind of si tlJ.a tion, a si tua tion

not restricted to the 'observables ' of sense-experience". 24

Again we see the same theme as preViouslJT : human behaviour

cannot be eXhaustively described in terms of observable be-

haviour. This is fol10"l',:ed by the claim that similar con-

13iderations justify metaphysical and theolosical discourse:

the kind of situation which justifies belief
in freedom and immort811ty, is the kind of
si tUB. tion to which '!tie ~nus t appeal if we
seek an empirical justification for the
language of metaphysics and philosophical
theology in ,general. 25

Ramsey then is committed to a defence of free will.

This concept 1s justified by appealing to· the decision-situa

tion: "the claim of free '\..,'ill is the clBim that at a moment

of free decision there occurs a si tuation not restricted to

the spatio-temporal events it contains". 26 This is connected

with our being ourselves, being "r". At the moment of decision

the '!tiord tlr" covers more than the object-language of science

can talk about. The situation discloses the "'transcendent'

character of a man's personality tl.27

We can make all the concessions we want to the bio-
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chemis t - vIe are organisms (as admi tted also in Hodels a.nd

Myste:r:;yJ. vie can admit to economic conai tionins, and allO"1

various instincts, i.n...'r:libitions, emotions. complexes and the

unconscious if necessary to enter as explanandum of human be-.

haviour:

But all that granted the believer in free will
holds that in a certain kind of decisive action
a man realises himself as something more than
language or all of these stories - be they of
biochemistry, economics, psychology; and so
on·- talk about. 28

Ramsey is quite confident .that his concept of the self

cannot be· end.angered by such explanations because the models

of the 80cial sciences like ti10se of the natural sciences are

not picture models. The necessary correctj,ve to this error

of Kelvinist social scientists is to stress the 80cial,

human "character of our exi s·tence and behaviour. 1129 Voting,

for example, is more than marking an X on a ballot. It in

volves participation in the political life of the country.

Ramsey again praises Hinch this time for his critique

of Durkheim's attempt to explain social life not by reference

to the participants but by "more profound· causes unperceived

by consciousness ll
•
30 He further agrees with \iinch that:

(a) models are as legitimate for the sociologist as for the

psychologist, (b) the concept of a IIsociol08ical 18.W"31 can be

useful and even (c) "single-factor tl or IIkey-cause tl theories

which cite only one variable (geogra.rJhy, economic 8, religion)

in terms of which the institutions and development of a

society are explained is a valid method. 32 But in all cases
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we must recognize that we have not told the whole story.

Ramsey however wants to go beyvnd Winch. For not only

will, the topic of psychological and sociological models be

"elusive to scientific languc,ge which works in terms of

observable predi ctions II (the kind sponsored by ~leber, Pare to,

Durkheim, Atkinson and the behaviourists) but lIit is elusive

to the social language 1j;Those logical significance and dis

tinctiveness \1'1nch rightly emphasizes ".33

He attempts to illustrate this by reference to a dis-

agreement between ~linch and Karl Popper. The latter argued

that social institutions are just explanatory models introduced

by the social scientist for his own purposes. But this (accor

ding to \Iinch) is palpably untrue. The idea of war was not

invented by ;peaple explaining what happens in armed conflict,

it belongs essentially to the behaviour of the people at war.

But the concept of gravity does not belong to the behaviour of

the falling apple but rather to the physicists' explanation of

I 34the apple s behaviour.

This means that in social studies we need not only

models "lith a scientific status but also "distinctively per

sonal models - models of persons in rela tion " . 35 These latter

models \'.'111 be unlike the former in that their "links wi th

observable facts are not .2redictive"36 (my emphasis). Instead

"these models will work in terms of ••. empirical fit. For

it is empirical fit rather than deductive verifications,

"\'[hieh characterizes models which are distinctively personal. "37

The illus tra tion Ramsey choosesis parti cular'ly appro-
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priate for our problem. It is "a loves £11. The interesting

point about this is that y,ie can substitute for 'a' and 'b'

not only 'Tom' and 'Nary' bu t 'God' and 'man' (or 'h1s children I,

'the church' etc.)

(B) EmEirical Fit

\mat then is Ramsey's concept of empirical fit? Using

the II.§: loves £11 model he points out· that \~'e may stipu19.te

verifiable or falsifiable consequences. For the former we

might assert that ".§: loves £" entails that a will plan for

b's happiness, for the latter that a will not be found co.using

b's unhappiness. 38 But both are defective for (i) ~ may be

pla.nning £' S happiness for quite unworthy motives not for

love and (ii) love can be 'deepened u IIthrough tensions lived

through and redeemed ",39 so t.he t~, thiDugh he loves £, m8.y

cause b temporary unhappiness.

How then do \'V'e test the assertion. "a loves b ll ? The test

"will be how stable ~he assertion is as an overall characteri-

zation of a complex multivaried pattern of behaviour 'v~-hich

it is impossible in a particular case to specify deductively

beforehand. ,Ao

This test applies also in psychology when it becomes

"more explicit.ly personal ll
•
41 He uses the example of a

psychiatrist who diagnoses his patient as a II mild depressive". 42

Thi s could be merely a model with a biochemical context calling

for a drug prescription. In this case psychiatry would

work "like an ordinary science".43
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But it could also be a personal model, that is

one to be further tested and tried out in
relation to ~he patient's whole life. The
psychiatrist viill now test how adequate the
model is in providing an illumination of the
patient's total behaviour, by seeing how far
it fits what the patient says as he now h
continues to speak further about himself 4,

The alleged advantage of this is that it preserves the vir

tues of the verification/falsificat:l.on principle, that is,

the link with empirical evidence 1,rJhile avoiding conclusive

falsification: "the concept 'm.ild depressive' when used per-,

sonally has empirical relevance but it is never absolutely

falsified or completely verified". 45

At this point one might well raise the important question

- is the difference between the concept of experimental verifi-

cation/falsification and Ramsey's empirical fit as great as

Ramsey seems to imagine?46 Is it the case for example

that any scientific theory is ever completely verified? On~

of the stock objections to the original positivist cri~erion

....laS tha~ it rendered scientific la....ls meaningless because they

are never completely verified.

In addition Ramsey seems to bave a ra.~ber simplistic

account of falsifica'tion as well. Perhaps some sc ientific

theories are "absolutely falsified,,47 even if none are

"completely verified". But the procedure is not nearly as

straightforward as Ram~ey (and Flew) seem to imagine. It

is germane to rD i se Flew's name here even, i'" Ramsey doe sn 't

since it is apparent that Ramsey has Flew's parable in

mind. It se ems more than co inc ide nee that Ramsey' s form "a.
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loves btl can be given Flew's content - "God loves us"48 Both

Flew and Ramsey seem to assume that falsification is a rela-

tively straightforward affair that can be easilly modelled

on modus tollens: E:) ~J""'~ • :-:g .
But can Flew (or Ramsey) point to a case in the history

of science where a scientist put forward a theory, performed

an experiment that tended to disconfirm the theory and admitted

'Alas my beautiful theory has been conclusively falsified.'?

If K~hn49, Feyerabend, Lakatos50 , et~. are correct the

process of falsification is much more complicated than this.

It is much more likely that the scientist will do one of the

following: (a) feel there is something wrong in the ~~eriment

not the theory (b) incorporate the recalcitrant data into his

theory by showing how, despite appearances, the theory is still

tenable (c) alter o~ modify. his theory slightly to incorporate

the data without abandoning the theory's most salient features,

This is roughly' analogous to vlhat the theist does,

Faced \..;i th the phenomena51 of evil he can allow that it counts

against his assertions but not decisively. Basil Mitchell

comments that there is something odd about Flew's conduct

of the theologian's CEtSe and it seems he is right (even if we

don't accept his, Mitchell'~, solution of the problem of evil):

The theologian surely would not deny that the
fact of pain counts a~ainst the assertion that
God loves men52 .... th~· theolo~ian does reco~
nize the fact of pain as counting against ~
Christian doctline, But it is true that he
will not allow it - or anything - to count
decisively against it;53

I.M. Crombie also allows that evil counts against the
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theistic conclusion and even ..50es beyond bot,h Mitchell and

Ramsey (who, would agree roughly with Mitchell's position)

in allowing the possibility of something that counted deci

~~el! against the proposition 'God is merciful' - "suffering

that was utterly, eternally and irredeemably pointless ll ,54

althou~h he doubts that there is such suffering55 or at least
~ ~

t~at we could establish conclusively that there was.

The approaches of Mitchell and Crombie it seems go at

least part of the way to meeting Fle'l'i f s challenee a.nd since

this approach is similar if not identical with Ramsey's

concept of e.npirical fit then Ramsey also ..2§!:.£!:'!.y. meets Fle\-l's

assault. I say 'partly' because it is important in this

context to distinGuish 'meaning' and 'truth I. The real problem

in religious language from my perspective is not its meaning-

fulness but its truth, and this is especially true of "God

love s man".

Even if this lat'ter assertion is 'not as straightforward

as "Tom loves r'lary " it is an intelligible assertion. This is

indicated even by Flew. The examples he uses (as v;ell as those

of Mitchell and Crombie) show this. It is \.;,uite significant

that Flew uses the existence of evil as evidence against

"God loves us" and not liThe sky is blue II, II jupi ter is the

largest planet ~n the solar system ll or such irrelevant but

popular arguments as Copernican astronomy or Darwinian

evolu tion. Bu t if -.",'e had no idea of what IIGod loves us II means

then we could not know that the fact of evil is any more rele-
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vant to its truth than the cC',lo'Jr of the heavens.

Yet this concession to the theist is still only partial.

One could agree that "God loves us" is meaningful in the same

way as "Hi tIer loved the Jews II or that liThe king of France is

bald ll?6 The presence of evil is a datum that Ramsey has to

explain if his concept of empirical fit is to do the job.

One can accept Ramsey's concept of empirical fit and still

decide that Ramsey's models do not pass his own test!

I began this digression by noting that Ramsey makes too

great a distinction bet1fleen "verifiable deductions" and

"empirical fit II especially in regard to their falsifiability.

Nonetheless this does not make the distinction entirely

bogus. For the basic point is that prediction is not part of

empirical fit.

Ramsey uses two other examples of empirical fit and I

will sug:,:est a third. He takes the Oedipus model to be a

personal one as is friendship. TIle former is an example of

"models finding their fit in an ever-widening social and

personal context, rather than in a sciEntific verification

or falsification of deductions arising from them".57 The

latter "is a model which defies prediction and is of the

empirical-fit type". 58 Note ho"'/ Ramsey rules out prediction

as a criterion of personal models.

The further candidate I would suggest to illustrate

empirical fit would be literature. 59 How do we jUdge whether

or not Antony loved Cleopatra,60 for example? Surely not

by prediction of consequeBces. It is rather by an overall
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assessment of the literary evidence. Again if we want, to

answer the question "\fuo has a more adequate view of human

nature - Chaucer, Shakespeare, tickens, Tolstoy or Stevenson

(in his Jekyll and Hyde model of man)? /, empirical evidence

is obviously relevant but not evidence of the predictive or

'verifiable deductions' type.

I mentioned earlier that Ramsey wanted to go beyond even

Winch. It is not enough just to supplement scientific models

with social, personal ones. vie must realize that even when

we use both we still do not grasp exhaustively "I". But

before "It,e look at this I would like to examine the concept of

empirical fit as Ramsey expounds it in other contexts. Then

we shall take a look at h01'1 Ramsey attempts to model "God" on

"I".

In Christian Discourse Ramsey attempts to deal "ltlith the

problem of criteria by which to evaluate models and what he

offers there amounts to an elucidatiori of the concept of

empirical fit. vfuat happens for instance when we are con-

fronted by several apparently conflicting models? "Have we

any criteria of preference? Can we elucidate any dominant

model? vihat 'ltlill be the most reliable discourse in which to

set the concept 'God'? "61 'VIe are given four basic cri teria:

The most reliable context for God will be
that "ltlhich, avoiding clashes with other well
established discourse about the universe,
leads to "articulations Wl1ich are subsequently
verified ••. - and is thus .3 context 'It/hich in
its totality is offered as the simplest, most
consistent, most comprehensive, and most co
herent map of the universe. 62
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~ve have then as cri teria: (i) simplic 1ty (1i) cons is tency

(iii) ·comprehensiveness and (iv) coherence.

(c) Link with God-talk

"Lutyll is another important paradigm for Ramsey. It

Ilmay arise as a metaphysical category".63 It arises in a situa-

tion vlhere again there is involved more than observables. vIe

are confronted with an "obj ec ti ve cliallenge 'which is talked

of in terms of obligati.)n and duty."64 Note that what we have

is not purely subjective even though it is also non-observable.

The challenge is 'objective'.

But if it is not observable we might readily ask - how

do we recognize it? Since it is not something observable we

do not recognize it by any of our sense-organs. Rather we

recognize it by a disclosure. Now this may seem somewhat

mystical but this is not Ramsey's intention.

He tells us that "\1e recognize something as B.n obligation

or duty, or more strictly as a pri!TIa facie obligation and

duty, when •.. it presents itself to us in a disclosure

situation. ,,65 The disclosure has an objective referent but

not one that is observable. The disclosure amounts to extra-

sensory perception or intuition.

The latter term is one Ramsey generally avoids but does

not explicitly object to. 66 In fDct the term 1Il2r.1ma faci.§.

duty" reminds us of the ethical intuitionist Ross to ''J'hom

Ramsey refers in Freedom and Immortality67 where he also

speaks of I2.!.lma facie duty and obligation and of duty as
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objective challenges:

'LUty' or 'Absolute Value' is "..hat challenges
us 'objectively' when as a result of moral
reflection there breaks in on us as some
thing going beyond the 'objects' that which
demands a unique personal response showing
its~lf in. certain partlcular behaviour in
a glven clrcumstance. 6b

If we take the term 'intuition' to refer to that which

gives us immediate grasp of X without the mediation of either

the senses or logic (this does not entail mysticism - there

can be Isensible intuitions.' as in Kant and 'rational intu-

tions' as in Ari stotle) then this concept is identical wi th

Ramsey's discernment, insight and disclosure. 69

In Relisious Language he sugges ts that "lords like "duty"

and "conscience" have to be 'given logical placings very

similar to tha t of "God t1, .70 Again these terms are in part

dependent on but not exhausted by spatio-temporal observables:

'no number of spa tio-temporal events can ever exhaust Y·lha t

v·e mean by "duty" but we must not suggest7l ... that duty

is altogether independent of the spatio-temporal behaviour it

elici ts". 72

This disclosure or insight is tantamount to what Ramsey

terms 'discernment' which in turn entails a committment. 73

This concept in a moral context bears striking parallels to

theological contexts. Conscience for Butler, Moral Law

for Kant, and Iuty for Ross are all bases for discernments

which involve a commitment leading to "acting from a sense of

duty".7l.j· They are 'close lozical kinsmen to the theologians's

IlGod" •75
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But precisely h01d do we jump from 'Duty' to 'God' or

from 'I' to 'God ' ? Let us consider 'Duty' first. Ramsey asks

'if the moralists speak of a "sense" of "duty" why should not

the religious person speak of a "sense" of the unseen?"76

This is somewhat ad_hominem and clearly inadequate as

a justification of such talk. But in the cont::xt Ramsey is

attempting to justify the meaningfulness of the concept 'sense

of the unseen I rather than its validity: o.

in each of the phrases a word with a perfectly
good meaning in perceptual language -"sense"
is given a qualification of such a kind that
the ensuing phrase seems to be bogus, if
not self-contradictory .... if apparent non
sense is repeated in places Widely apart,
we shall be hesitant before we say that such
phrases are entirely devoid of meaning.77

In fact the case can be made even stronger since we do

have perceptions that are not sense-perceptions such as

depth-perception and time-consciousness. Neither time nor

space are or can be objects perceived by our'sense organs.

But only a person embued with strong empiricist prejudices

(and a very unempirical outlook- the two often go together)

could deny the reality of spacE and time-conciousness.

In fact one could draw (and it is surprising that Ramsey

does not) interesting parallels bet",;een the concepts of

space and time and that of 'God ' • Ramsey stresses frequently

that "the logical status of 'God r is unique. '118 This is

surely the case with space and time, both of which are sui

generis thus necessitating metaphorical talk ('time flies'

or 'time flows ' 'objects are in space') and the various
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paradoxes which arise in theology have interesting parallels

in Zeno's paradoxes79 , Kant'~ antinomies80 and the wiard

conclusions of modern relativity theory.81

The obvious retort to this is that it does make sense

to speak of space-time awareness and even of a 'sense of

duty'. This makes it plausible to argue that the same may

be true of God-talk. But it d08s not show that there are as

good reasons for regarding it as so. After all it is not

possible to think of change, extension or motion without the

concepts of space and time and psychically our moral experience

necessitates some concept of duty. The same could be said of

Ramseyts concept of 'I'.

It is easy enough to agrEe vd th him 1!'il1en l1e se.ys that ...Ie

must go beyond even Hinch and Strawson. ~Je not only need to

supplement scienLific with social or personal models but we

need to recognize that even then Vie ha.ve not exhaustively

described a person: .

for each of us 'I' is a logical peculiar
therefore social studies, by needing both
sorts of models, point clearly and unmis
t8keably to their topic as Barnett; ing elusive
~hich has to be understood in terms of them
both, but never adequately.82

This means there will always be a residuum of mystery

about man. 83 "~ll the models used insocial studies may be

and must be fulfilled in insight which discloses the ultimately

mysterious character of man". 84 \ihat is true of social

science must. also be true of theoloGY. The ,-:uestion rlDoes

theology reliably purvey mystery?tf 8 5 is a basic issue for
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the adequacy of religiou& language.

Since Ramsey promis~s to discuss this question in

chapter three I sha.ll postpone my discussion of the same.

~leanwhile we do well to focus on the question I raised ear-

lier. Just how do we link up the mysterious 'more than

observables' character of 'duty' and 'I' viith 'God'? Granting

the logical affinities we can con6ede plausibility at best

(or better possibility) to Ramsey's progra.m but "'ihat justifi-

cation on empirical grounds do his claims for 'God' have?

Part of the answer is found in Freedom and Immortality:

The basic justification for the "'lord 'God' •..
is that in talking about the universe, in
reckoning with distinctive situations,
we find that we need to talk of more than
Duty and Absolute Value. 'God' thus takes
its place with the various words and phrases
which one by one specify ",;hat is distinc
tively objective about this or that dis
closure-situation. 86

He anticipates an o,:..,jection at this point. rilly not

several ~ords in view of the diversity of situations? Here

Ramsey argues that "God" serves a useful 'integrating'

function. He cites (a) Occam's razor which exhorts us not

to multiply entities beyond necessity ( a principle often used

against the idea of God) as justification for keeping ulti

mate concepts to a minimum and (b) he says it provides

an answer to the quest for unity that would satisfy the meta-

physically minded a single, ultimate and dominant category

by which to interpret the universe. 87

For those with anti-~etaphysical prejudices he offers

"God rt as an integrating key for science. 'Ehis is an advan-
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tage, says Ramsey, because science is in need of such an in

tegrator. F6r science presents us with ~logical fragmen-

ta tion II. 88

vmy is this? Because science uses incompatible models

and scientific theories which vlOrk at Illogical cross

purposes II. 89 Ramsey uses the standard example of the \'lave-

particle duality in optics. Now this leaves the scientist in

a dilemma. Either he combines or mixes the models or he keeps

them separate. The former involves a 'type-trespass'90 if

not a downright contradiction. The latter entails a logically

fragmented map of the cosmos.

At this point the theist claims to provide the solution.

Theology can n01tT rrovide the unified cosmiC' map to a frag-

mented scientific understandin§::

logical diversity between the languages of
religion and sci,ence, far from being a hindrance,
is a positive merit indeed it is a lo~ical

necessit~ For in the long run it enables
theology tosupp~ fra~ented science with
that one cosmic may vlhicD remains the
scientific ideal.9

The same function of 'God' as an integrator word is

present in Prospect for Metaphysics92 In addition there are

two other features of the 'God ' - 'II parallel that ought to

be pointed out: (I) Ramsey notes that 'from such assertions

as '1 1 m Ill, 1'1 eXist", "I am alive", ... we can make no pre

c'isely verifia.ble deduc tions 11.93 Any fac t about me, the colour

of my hair or of my SUit, my pulsebeat, my inhibitions etc.

could have been otherwise. "No detailed assertion that can

be made about me can be deduced rigorously from the fact that
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I exist." Yet we are absolutely certain that these asser-

tions are true (that is, that I eXist, et.al.)

But while this is the case 'all sorts of scientific

assertions entail III eXist lf ,.95 The mathematician's des-

cription of my motion, the physiologist's description of my

blood count, the psychiatrist's diagnosis of my psychopathology,

the educationalist's descrip~ion of'my I.Q. all entail 'I exist l

while 'I exist' entails none of these. The same is true of

'God exists':

For the world and all the diverse areas of
scientific ~vents, God's existence is en
tailed •..• But nothing verifiable in detail,
can be deduced from an assertion of God's
existence any more than it can be deduced
from err assertion abou t my existence 96

TI~us we have the follOWing shcemata (where'~ indicates

entailment and-- negation):

""I exiet t-::::it IfBe ha.s a temperature of 97.9.'"

and 11IGod exists ~. IfSuch and such circumstances are the

case. trl97

(II) As noted earlier Ramsey wants to go beyond the

Strawsonian view of persons as bearers of both corporeal

and conscious predicates (or in model language, a being about

1tJhorn discourse is built in terms of both scientific and per-

sonal models). As persons require non-personal models so does

God. Ramsey agrees with J. Robinson (the Bishop of \~olwich)

that we have to be careful in speaking of God as personal

(we need non-personal models in speaking of God) but we do

need personal models too. But both together are still not
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enough: "neither a personal nor a non-personal model will

ever with complete adequacy raplace the word 'God l in ,a

sentence. Both will be wanted. ,,98

Ramsey realizes that this is not totally satisfactory:

"the problem .•. persists •.. Can we in any way grade, or

express preferences between the personal and non-personal

models? 11
99 He suggests three possibili ties I'd thout really

optinS for any of them. lOO

At this point Ramsey raises another difficulty the solu-

tion of which, if one is possible, \ve can leave to chapter

three. It bears 8.n obvious affini ty '\-'Ii th the second of our

major issues set at the outset but is also closely related

to the first. lIimen we have to be articulate in terms of

what are only models, and diverse models at that, how can we

know what vie are t~lking about? t1 101



CHAPTER III

In the first two chapters we have explored the first

two \lliidden lectures of 1963, examining in chapter one,

Ramsey's comparison and contrast between theological and

scientific models. In that chapter we raised the two major

problems that are the focus of this thesis: ontic reference

and empirical fit. The latter concept was shown, in

chapter one, to constitute the major difference between the

two types of models mentioned above. Chapter two was devoted

to elucidating this idea and the closely related one of 'per

sonal model'.

In this chapter we shall explore how Ramsey applies his

concept of models to the problem of God. His approach in

general is to treat the traditional characterizations of God

(immutability, impassibility, infinite goodness and love etc.)

and other characterizations of God such as first cause, as

qualified models. In his third \ftlidden lecture Ramsey ex

pounds his concept of models and qualifiers. We shall

explore this concept and illustra.te it by reference to

Reli.gious L8Q8.uage concentrating on the concept of God.

Models an9 qualifiers, on Ramsey's view, do not involve

a straightforward description of God. The quali~iers are not

de scTi r::ti ve bu t prescriptive, te lling us hO\'I to develop the

model in a certain directiori until the 'light dawns' the
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'penny drops' or the 'ice breaks,.l Since this is the case

the question of 'ontic reference' is very difficult to answer.

Nonetheless in this chapter I \'lill try to approach an answer

by (A) expanding more clearly Ramse;jT's concept of 'odd dis

cernment' and 'total commitment' (B) examining the third

Whidden lecture to see what his concept of models and quali-

fiers is and (C) exploring his illustrations of models and

qualifiers as he applies this concept to key religious ideas

in ReliFious Langua~e.

Chapter one of Reli.gious La~uage is enti tled tl"ma t Kind

of Situations are Religious?" After tracing the course of

twentieth century analytic philosophy through three stages,2

he asks the key question- liTo 'It.'hat kind of situation does

religion apr1f~al? Yihat kind of empiri.cal anchorage have

theological words?,,3

He begins by citing two points originally suggested by

Bishop Butler: first, that it is '''contrary to experience"

to suppose that "gross bodies" are ourselves,4 and second

"probability is the very guide of life". 5 The former illus-

trates odd discern:nent for it is equivalent to a '''self-

awareness" that is more than "body awareness" and not ex

hausted by spatia-temporal "objects"'. 6 This is parallel to

religious discernment:

Such a discernoent lies at the basis of religion,
whose characteristic claim is that there are
situ8,tions which are sJ::::atio-temporal and more.
vli thou t such "depth "; wi thou t this vJhich is
"unseen", no religion 1,Will be possible; (7)
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The second point involves commitment although on the sur

face it hardly seems to. For the argu~ent from probability

might induce one to believe that God probably exists just as

the 'Dalai Lama proQably exists .. Bu t this type of belief is

manifestly not religious but half-hearted and makes very little

if any difference in our lives. 8 11uch more is involved in

religion and Ramsey uses a moral example to illustrate this.

According to Butler trin questions of difficulty" if there

is a grea~er amount of presumption on one side than on the

other no matter how slight this settles the question. But in

matters of great consequence even where the probability is

low a reasonable man will act on this slight probability.

Suppose for example that a poor swimmer se~s a drownin3 child.

The probability of rescue is low but because this is an issue

of 'great consequence' the man jU~ps in. "Here is a domina-

ting loyalty linked wi th a vwrld view, and in particular

with a particular assessment of personalityll.10 In risking

his life for the child the man shows 'total commitment' a

commi tment based on 'discernmE'.nt' II a c')mmi tment which sees

in a situation all that the understanding can give and more".ll

(my.emphasis)

Thus trButler suggests that religion claims (a) a fuller

di scernmen t, vJhich we re spond 1,'1i th (b) a total commi tment" .12

(b) without (a) is bigotry c.i.nd idolatry, (a) without (b) is

insincerity and hypocrisy .13

Ramsey attempts further to illuminate these concepts by

reference to two groups of examples, the first of which are
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taken from ordinary life situHtions: the stuffed-shirt judge

who recognized his long lost wife in the courtroom, a stiff

formal party where someone's dinner jacket ~plits or a chair

collapses underneath someone, the appeal to a fisherman's

prejudices to drive across a political point, the man beside

us in the train who introduces himself as Nigel Short. 14

Ramsey anticipates a couple of objections: first, that the

situations to ~lich he appeals could all be 'reduced to

"ob$ervables ll of one kind or another,15 and second, that these

situations could be treated in psychological terms. 16

The first he meets by noting that it is merely asserted

and nat established and that !lany assertion claiming a uni-

versal reductiJn of all odd situations to ~sychological terms

will never be convincingly established. 1l17 The second chal-

lenge is more serious he feels because it meets him on common

ground since it would·be based on a philosophical psychology

that goes beyond psychological data. lS

Now this is an important point since it is preceded and

followed by Ramsey's attempt to refute the charge of 'sub-

jectivism' and this in turn bears an obvious relation to our

problem of ontic reference. 'I am not implying that religion

is "purely subjective" or a mere matter for psychology. ,19 .

Here he appeals to what the phenomenologists call 'the inten

tionality of consciousness ,3 • 'I do not know ,""hat a "purely

subjective" experience is - all experience is of something".20

He reemphasizes later "Let no one condemn the examples

I have given on the grounds that they assimilate religion to

PSYChology ".2l They do not re6uce rf$ligion to SUbjective,
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emotive experience. "All these characteristically different

situations, when they occur, have an objective reference and

are, as all situations, subJect-object in structure".22

This at least clear up one matter. He know that Ramsey

claims an objective referent for religious language. 1men

situations 'come alive' and the 'ice breaks' 'there is an

objective "depth ll in these situations ,.23 The vihidden lectures

make a similar claim as we shall see.

The first group of examples v;ere intended to illustrate

total com~itment and are examples we are already familiar with,

as they illustrate 'free will'· and 'moral duty'. But com-

mitment cannot be divorced from the discernment even if the

two can be distinguished. Ramsey reminds us again of Butler's

claim that we are more tha.n 'gross bodies'. Ramsey, as in

Freed8m and Immortality, Reli~ion and Science and Pros£~ct

for MetaDhysics allows the legitimacy of scientific discourse

in de scribing anc.l explaining human behaviour but it cannot

be exhausted by any of these categories - biochemistry,

phySiology, psychology, economics and the subconscious. 24

But more is involved tha.n just this 'discernment' that

certain situations have a depth which cannot be unpacked com-.

pletely in scientific jargon. "vlith this discernment there

now go es a personal commi "LIilent tI. 25 Commi tmen t, in thi sease,

involves 'free "lt/ill', cho£siQE to do X rat-her than being told

to do X, decidins. to do Y ratl1er than being .£r.g~re~ to do

y. 26

The second example i s that of duty: liThe discernment and
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total commitment which characterizes religion, can be illus-

trated by that pledging of ourselves which occurs when we

"act from a sense of du ty III .27 The illustration from Bu tIer

already cited,28 is one example of moral discernment.

Another is Kant's moral lew and Ross' £rima facie duties. 29

Other examples of commitment include non-moral ones:

McTaggart's loyalty to his college, a captains's devotion to

his ship, a sport fan's devotion to cricket, a mathematician's

commitment to his axioms, and human affection '~'1~~Y)).30

Mixed in with these examples are two kinds of discernment

commitment: 'mathematical' (a t~rtial commitment extending

to the ~ho).e universe ll )31 and per-sonal (or Ilquasi-personal").32

Religious commitment involves both:

It combines the total commitment to a pastime,
to a ship, to a person, with the breadth of
mathematical commitment. It combines the
"depth 'l of personal or quasi-persoD;'l :l;.oyalty-

·to a sport, a boat, a loved one with the
range of mathematical and scientific devotion.
It is a commitment suited to the whole job
of living. (33)

But it resembles. the second kind of commitment (personal)

rather more than it does the first. 34 This means that "we

see religious commitment as a total commitment to the whole

universe.,,35 At first blush this seems Spinozist but turns

out to be somewhat different. This commitment is connected

wi th the £eculiar s ta tus of religious language: "religious

commit~ent is something bound up with key words whose logic

no doubt resembles that of the words with ·which we charac-

terize personal loyalty as well as that of the axioms of
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mathematics and somehow combines features of both, 1136 al-

t,hough Ramsey doesn't specifY exactly ho'.; it accomplishes

this.

'I'his leads Ramsey to the second major theme of·\.his

chapter37 namely, the nature of religious language. Its

succinct character seems to be logical oddness and this is ex-

emplified in two ways: (I) Since it involves object language

a'hd more, obj ec t language given very special qualifications,

it will exhibit Illogical peculiarities, logiC~l impropriety".38

(II) Religious language will contain significant tautologies. 39

The former is illustrated by the parallel noted in chapter

two between 'I' and 'God'.

explanations such as 'I'm I'

The latter is exemplified by

'Fishing is fishing' and 'Duty
'-' '-'

for Du ty 's sake' in answer to questions such as 'idhy did you

do X?' or 'willy do' you want to 'go fi shing I or 'vmy should I do

my du ty? ,40

In order to und.erstand religious language then 'vie must

train ourselves to have a nose for odd language, for "l08 ical

impr·opi'ietY'.~I!!4Il Ramsey sees this as no problem since there

are extra-religiou:J examples from quite widely differing

fields i'ihich offer parallels to this. One such obvious example

is poetry.42 A second is found in some of the concepts of

scientific discourse: Newton's absolute space, Hoyle's

icontinuous creation' and 'evolution' as used in an al1embracing

sense in the late nineteenth century.43

In chapter t"..ro of Relj.2;ious Language he a ttempts to

illustrate the logical oddness of religious discourse by
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reference to traditional cha:,acterizations of God
t

which he

elucidates by using the categories of model and qualifier.

But before we look at how Ramsey applies these concepts let

us look at his exposition of them in Models and Mystery.

(B) Models and Qualifiers.

Ramsey begins the lecture by drawing some parallels

between models and metaphors. One of the things he never

does however is clearly to distinguish the two. In fact he

often treats as models what are t more strictly speaking,

metaphors. For example he regards (as noted earlier)44

'strong tOHers' and 'house:: of defence' as models whereas they

would be more accurately classified as metaphors. The same

is true of regarding God as a father.

The dis tinction I would meke bet'fJeen such terms as

'metaphor', 'model' and 'analogy' is that the first is a

literarI device whereas the otter t~o are scientific and

philosophical devices. lfmat the other t"'iO (models and analogy)

have in common is that they point to common cbaracteristics,

either between analogates or between the model and the thing

modelled. But the latter (analogy.) does not necessarily pre-

serve s tructur2wl properties v:hereas the former does.

Ramsey, however uses the concept of model to include

what ~ould usually be regarded as metaphors or analogies.

Ramsey sees two important parallels be~ween metaphors and

models: first, they both yield possibilities of articulation45

and second, they both are "rooted in disclosures and born in

ins ight" • 1~6
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As examples ....le can talk of old age as the autumn of

life - it enables us to infer the purposeful character of

eXistence;47 while associated \~ith decline and decay it is

also the CrO\in of the year with golden beau ty etc. vIe also

speak of a religious leader as a light. This too makes articu

lation possible - light le~ds and guides. It characterizes

day, in con.trast to night. Those who walk in the light do

not sleep in daylight but are enlightened and they shine as

-ligh ts. 48

Metaphors are not mere ornaments of speech enabling us

to exhibit ~he flower of rhetoric (With the purpose perhaps,

of cloaking our ignorance) any more than models are crutches

for mathematical deductions. Ramsey agrees' with Black that

metaphors are irreplaceable (hence irreducible to scientific

and straightfoy·....lard descriptive language). Their distinctive-

ness lies in their origin in disclosure and insight.

Ramsey att.empts ,to schematize this by generalizing and

formalizing metaphors:

the metaphorical expression 'A is B' arises
in a disclosure where languages A and B meet
tangentially, to0ch at a point or rather at
two coincident points. Hence, the 'is' of
the metaphor has to be und.erstood as a claim
that (i) A and. B in contact have generated a
disclosure revealing some object and (ii) what
it is that has been disclosed demands dis
course which infil trates B inLo A. (49 )

In examples such as 'electricity is flowing in the Wire',

'Light is a wave motion' and 'Jesus is the Messiah' the copula

'is I "points to 'a disclosure vJhose object brings wi tb it the

possibility and need of endless novelty in metaphorical
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talking'I.50 ~,Jhat Ramsey calls 'tangential meeting' other would

call eccentricity of languag~'51 but Ramsey as we noticed

earlier is not adverse to eccentric or odd language. In

fact he welcomes it because of its 'enrichment' and because

it points the way to mystery.52

Models and metaphors not only enable us to be articulate

in "an unspecifiable number of ways"53they are also "the basic

currency for mys tery.,,54 Bu t there is another important point

Ramsey i'lants to stress: lithe ontological reference of model

and metaphor alike. ,,55 In this area he attempts to go beyond

Black "in the cogni ti ve signif"icance which I 8ive to insight

and imagination; it is in my emphasis on the objective reference

of all disclosures. ,,56

Ramsey does not want to reduce religious experience,

merely to subjective, emotive experience. There clearly is

for Ramsey an objective referent in these disclosures and we

talk about tbis objective referent in' terms of models. But,

while other academic disciplines have neglected or misjudged

the place of models in their understanding theology has

done both.

The models of theology like those of natural and social

science are not picture models. ~'1e must emphasize the l'ogical

gap between the model and what the insight reveals. 57 He

illustrates this by reference to the model of God as a

loving father.

Theology requires a 'diversity of models'. This meaDS

as we saw earli~r that 'eccentricity', logical impropriety'
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is the life blood of theological models. 58 (which is really

making a virtue out of necesRity!) This logical diversity

is provided in theology by 'buil~-in stimuli' that is

qualifiers. 59

Qualifiers serve two functions. First, ~hey produce and

provide for the endless contruction of metaphors, or endless

series of variants and thus multiply models thereby creating

models with 'family resemblances ,.60 Second, they point to

mystery, that "..:hich eludes articulation and understanding;

Qualifiers ~hus provide not only for the
endless construction of metaphors; they are
at the same time the ~ords in theology that
wi tne S8 to its ground.ing in permanent mys tery,
they point to a cosmic disclosure as that
alone which reveals the topic of any and
every theological utterance. (61)

This quotation is interestins for at least two reasons.

It indicates the very close identification of 'metaphors'

and 'models' in Ramsey's viewpoint. He uses the former term

where he could just as easily have used the latter. Second

it shows that mystery is irreducible, it is 'permanent'.

\Ihile other disc iplines are judged by the quali ty of their

artiCUlation, theology is judged by its ability to point to

mystery62 "At every stage in theological reasoning the route

from a model to a mystery must be ind1cated.,,63

Two points at least should emerge from this and be borne

in mind when we look at Ramsey's concept of God. First we do

not have death by a thousand qualifications (contr8. Flew)

"Rather-it is life by a thousand enrichments. ,,64 Second the

objective reference is safeguarded, for the object declares
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its objectivi ty by actively confronting us. 1165 vi'nether or

not Ramsey can substantiate these claims is a point we can

postpone until ~he final chapter. Let us now look at how

"he apflies models and qualifiers to the understanding of 'God'.

(C) Characterizations of God

Chapter two of Reli~ious Lan~ua~ is one of, if not the

most interesting sections in all of-Ramsey's works. It is al

so one of the best examples of metaphysical reasoning since

the beginnings of the positivist movement. The last two

chapters are not quite as interesting nor relevant (directly)

to the problem of God.

Ramsey begins chapter two by dividing the attributes

and characterizations of God into three categories: (I) the

attributes of negative theology - impassibility, and immuta

bility, (II) the characterizations of God by 'Unity',

'Simplicity' and 'perfection', and (III) other attributes and

characterizations - first CAUSE, 1nfini tely "llISE, 1nflni tell

GOOD, CREATOR ex nlliilo, and eternal PURPOSE,66 where the

un6erlined words are qualifiers and the capitalized words

are models.

He suggests in the case of (I) that we can understand

their logical behaviour correctly "if we see them as primarily

evocative of what we have called the odd discernment,

which, if evoked provokes a total commitment. 1I67 He reminds

us again that this occurs ';hen we are aI"are of more thEi.D the

spatia-temporal observables of a situation; "when a particular

situation is perceptual and more. 1168
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Ramsey then points out that t'1tlO characteristic features

of perceptual situations are change and interaction. 69 But

the attributes of negative theology take this situation and

whisper in our ears a denial. Yes, there is change but there

is also that which is im~utable. Not ever~thiQE changes.

Nor is interaction the whole story .. 70

Two examples are put forward to illustrate this: a

train in which we travel as darkness foIls. Change is

apparent everywhere. "But not everything changes71 ... Is

there not something which is unchanged? Do you not apprehend

something which remains invariable in the si tua tion? ,,72

Perhaps tile secon{ example is better. It involves meeting

an old friend we have not seen in years .. He has changed con

siderably but 'Has not the "bond of freindshif.l" remained firm,

invariable, fixed, despite the changes and chances and all

that has been transitory? ,73 In this discernment of this

"bond "we have another example of an "odd di scernment ,q4 as,

hopefully, would be the case .with the train passenger. 75

With respect to interaction we are told to 'fix••. on

"pass ibili ty" and develop it in 8, story'. 76 In this case the

story can be Marxist and/or Freudian. We are produc~s of our

economic environment, or a battleground of instincts and

psychic forces. 77 All of this suggests interaction. Indeed

'Interac~ion 1s "wri~ten over the universe",.78 But negative

theology exhorts us not to regard this 8.8 the \-,hole story.

,
U1 Impassible" invites us to treat all "passible" stories as

inadeQUate,79 The invitation exhorts us to go further until
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Ithe light daviDs, the ice, b:c'eaks, the penny falls, until an

tlodd di8C ernment II is evoked. ,80

It is interesting that hamsey equated81 his 'odd dis

cernrnent' wi th Bra.dley t s I im;nedi.:ue experience'. 82 S'ince

'immediate experience I is virtually equivalent to what is

meant by 'intuition.' (that which is grasped apart for the

mediation of the senses or logic) it seems to confirm the

sU63estion made earlier in chapter t\<,'o that Ramsey's dis ...

closure, insights ane discerrunent are equivalent Lo 'intu i tiOD' •

(but not mystical intuition - it is, rather, parallel to Kant's

sensible intuition).83

Ramsey makes t~o more cl~ims of great moment. First

the characteristically different situation evoked by these

stories "is the foundation lQ_fact for assertions about God's

immu tabi li ty and impass ibili ty ".84 This is a very strong

epistemic claim clearly suggesting that the situation jus-

tifies not only the meaningfulness of such talk but its

validity as well. It is a claim we shall scr~tinize in the

final chapter.

Second these t",;o words 'claim for the word "God" a

position outside a.ll mutable aDd passible lan~uage,.85But

that seems to be as far as they go. They are examples of a

model and qualifier, the models being 'mutable' and 'passible'

and the qualifier in both cases 'im'. But this logical

operator (im) involves obliterating progressively features

of perceptual situations and hence can tell us almost nothing

about how to use the \-101'0 'God' significs.. ntly. 86

(II) The second group should be treated cusoril] since
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Ramsey does not regard them as exam;les of models and

qualifiers. Nonetheiess they are relevant in e.ny overall

assessment of Ramsey's philosophy of relisious language. He

treats these words by what he calls "the method of contrasts".87

As unpacked by Ramsey they are strikingly close to the first

set, the major difference being that they don't have an 'im'

in front of them. For just as he invited us to negate 'passible'

and 'mutable' stories, so he invites us to consider diversity,

complexi ty and imperfection and get rid of them. "le get di ver

. si ty by "rela tional addi ti6n from \'ii thou tIt. 88 'de see the maG.!

objects, a table, a chair, a carpet" ~al. as part of 9.ne

room, the many rooms as part of on~ house, the ~any houses as

part of £ne city, the many cities as part of on~country etc.

The story continues until the penny drops etc. that is, until

1'1e have a characteristic disclosure and I-Ie have a situation

in which the term 'unity' is to be commended. 89 Now this

might seem to make God a synt,hetic uni ty but this interpre

·tation is ruled out by Ramsey IS placing of 'simplicity'. Again

we thinl~ of its opposite, 'complexity' and we similarly dis

pose of it "not by addition frolD Without, but by analysis

from wi thin ".9
0

Vie take for ins te.nce a car and break it up

(conceptually of course) into pieces, relatively simple parts

such as the carburetter. But it in turn can be broken down

and we can move to the language of chemistry. But even here

we can't stop Ilthe important point is never to halt the story

if,y.le can still go further, "91 that is, if the characteristic

situation has not yet broken.

!'".
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The term 'perfection' can be ommitted here since it bears

a very close affinity vlith 'infinity!, the term that qualifies

both the 'wise' and 'good' models of God. In explicating

both Ramsey uses similar examples (better man and infinite

sum) in both cases. Let us then pass to these very important

concepts the ones Ramsey himself feels are the Hmos t useful

phrases of all", 92 whose merit lies in the fact that they

give us "the fullest insl2:ht as to how theology 1s built out

of ordinary language. tl93

(III) To do this theology takes five terms which have

a fairly straighforward usage inordinaY'y langu8.ge (1:.he models)

an,d qualifies them in order to develop the model in a certain

direction until the light dawns and all that.

In the case of 'First Cause' the term 'cause' is the

model and 'first' is the qUalifier. 94 Ramsey gives a very

straight forv-.'ard defini tion of model in this context: lilt

is a situation with which we are all familiar, and which can

be used for reaching'another situation with which we are not

so familiar; and which, l,d thout the model, we should not

recognize so easily tl c
95 The concept of model as enunciated

here is slightly different than that presented in chapter one

of Hodels and 1"lyster;y,. It is in fact our old friend (or

rather enemy) the pic"l,ure model. For he says in regord to

causal stories in a mundane context 'Here then we are given,

by means of the word "cause" specific straight forward

picture s II I .96

But it is at this p'):lnt that the qualifier enters the
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picture~ (no pun intended) tilt is a directive which pre

scribes a special way of developing those "model tl situation.s',97

and is a directive that advises us to push back and back and

back. The directive is tlalways able to be obeyed II. 9-3 Now it

may seem that we are on the road to an infinite regress

rather than a first cause. But actually the story is pushed

back and back only until the light dawns etc. 'At that point

there is a I'sense of the unseen ll '.99 In fact the model, has

fulfilled one of the major functions outlined'in lecture

three;lOO it has pointed the route from model to mystery:

'Here is something "mysterious" 'which eludes the grasp of

101causal language'. It is important to note that the mys-

tery involved (a) cannot be eradicated bJ c:- continuation of

the story (b) is not synonymous with 'ignorance' (c) involves

"what's seen, what's talked about in causal language, anSLmore~'102

Now as Ramsey unpacks what is entailed in the qualifier

'first' what emerges is that it involves a logical rather

than temDoral priority. It is closer to Richard Taylor's__=0.:..__

first cause l03 than to 'chat of Aquinas, although I find Taylor

much more lucid and cogent than Ramsey on this point. For

Taylor God is a first cause not temporally but logically.104

The universe depends on God for its existen~e.

Two considerations prompt me to compare Ramsey's concept

w,i th Taylor's. Firs t Ramsey illustrate s firs t cause in a

theistic context by reference to a parallel in a personal

context. Suppose we ask why Jones dove into the swimming

pool. The answer 'Because I decided to' can elicit the fur-
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ther ques tion '"'\rihy did you dec ide to? I which in turn can

elicit 'Because I 'Vianted to' .'105 It should not be difficult

to see what the next question in this intellectual ping-pong

match will be and also how we have a potential, infinite re-

gress. But this regress can be halted by a significant taut-

ology, one of the two features of the logical oddity of re

ligious language. In this' case the answer to ""'\rmy did you

want to dive" 1s the tautology 'I'm I'. It is a 'logical

stop-card,.106 Similarly 'the word "God" "completes", and is

logicallLJ2rior (my emphasis - note that he says lQgicelly

prior not temporall;y prior) to· all causal stories .... "God"

works something like the tautology "I'm 1.",107

Secondly, Ramsey claims that it enables us to avoid need-

less puzzles. For example it could be alleged that the word

'cause' always implies a causal predecessor. If this is the

case then obviously 'first cause' is self-contradictory. But

Ramsey claims that the puzzle disappears for while 'first cause'

has the same grammatical structure as 'remote cause' and

'proximate cause' it has a different lQ5ical structure. loB

Now it would seem that the puzzle can be resolved if add only

if Ramsey is not using 'first cause' in a temporal sense.

For if he is then he still has the problem of self-contra-

diction. 'First Cause' used temporally wo~ld still imply a

causal predecessor and hence be contradictory.

The second and third of Ramsey's examples can be con-

sidered together. For they both have the same qualifier

('infinitelyl) and are closely related anyway. Both are simi-
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'Wise' and 'good ' according to Ramsey always

imply 'i-dser' and'better',109 just as- 'cause' implies causal

predecessor. It may seem then that 'infinitely wise' and 'in-

finitely good' would be self-contradictory. Thus we would have

the following parallel hierarchies: 110

Third form boy---scarcely wise
Sixth form boy---rather wise
Undergraduate----definitely wise
Lecturer---------very wise
President of the
Royal Society or
British Academy--even wiser

....
God--------------infinitelywise

Ferdinand Lopez---hardly good
Lon,z John
Sil~er------------fairlygood
Solomon-~~--------justgood
David--------~----verygood
St. Barnabas------very good indeed
St. Francis-------intensely good

....
-------------infinitely good

In this case (as usual with Ramsey) it is much easier to see

what he does not mean than to ascert&in what he does mean. He

is always closer to the pit of asnosticism than to that of an-

thropomorphism. For instance we are told that the first logical

function of the word 'infinite' in both. cases is to develop stories

of vvise men and good Jives in the right direction. liEu t in

tracing such a sequence there is no intention of ar-ri ving at "God tI

as a las t term II • III

This he i·llustrates by reference to the concept of infinite

sum in mathematics. Consider the series 1, 1 1/2, 1 + 1/2 + 1/22,

1 + 1/2 -I- 1/22 + 1/23 , ••• 1 + 1/2 + 1/22 ••• 1/2n.- l In this case

'2' may be said to 'complete' all those sums and to preside over

the various imperfect sums \'lhich someho"'T or other it holds to

gether."112

But '2' is obviously not a sum in this case as it is in

the case of 1 -I- 1 where vJe have a· fini te number of terms. In
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fact the concept 'sum' implies a finite number of terms so

that the expression 'infini te sum I is even moy'e obviously

paradoxi6al than 'infinite goodness'.

In saying that 2 is the infinite sum:

VIe can only me8.D that fl2f! is a number out-
side the series and of a different logical
status altogether fro~ the terms of t~e
series bu t a nwnber which migh t be said to
preside over and label the whole sequence (113)

In siml1ar fashion the phrase I infini te goodness' llpoints to

something outside 'good' language altogether",114 and it, like

'infinite wisdom', presides over the languages of wisdom and

goodness as 2 presides over the infinite sum.

Another example of Ramsey's is a GUgession of regular

polygons ~ vIDa t about a I regular polygon with an "in-

fini te number" of sides? ,115 The word 'infini te I here as in

the 'infinite sum' case directs us to continue the story on

and on until the light dawtis etc. At the moment of insight

the light daviDS and 'fie get the outline of a circle (in this

process it is "neceesary to keep the volume of the polygon

constant) But 'Circle' is logically odd from the stendpoint

of polygon language.

Now a couple of problems arise here: first, both ·circle'

and 'two' are quite intelligible concepts apart from 'mathe-

rna tical insight'. vIe can def ine c ircle v~i thou t reference to

polygon langua"ge at all, just as I'le can understand' t1'IO'

without using infinite sums. But the same doesn't seem to

be true in the case of 'infinitely wise and good r •

Secondly, by placing "God If 'ou tside "good" la.nguage
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altogether, I (my emphasis) \ve are in danger of making the

term completely unintelligible. For instance, is "God" out

side of 'good ' language as he is outside of 'passible ' and

'mutable' language? In discussing tb.e problem of evil

Ramsey says "Our troubles with God and evil often arise be-

cause \ve have spoken too easily and too casually of God as

"good" , . 116 NovI this may well be true but it hardly solve s

either (a) the problem of evil or (b) the,problem of meaning.

But these are problems we can return to in the final chapter.

For now let us turn our attention to what other philosophers

have said about models in both the scientific and theo-

logical spheres.



CHAPTER. IV

So far we have been examining Ramsey's concept of models.

In this chapter I hope to broaden the scope of the discussion

by examining the concept of models held by other philosophers

and comparing them to Ramsey's. It is pC?ssible to examine

models under two headings: (a) the role of models in philo-

sophy of science and (b) the concept of models held by other

philosophers of religion.

The major figures 'dho have attempted to elucidate (a),

include R.B. Brai thewaite, Ernst Nagel and .Abre,ham Kaplan.

Their discussions have mu.cr·~ in common. They all tend to

stress the close connection of models with theories (Ramsey

hardly ever refers to the latter). They are concerned much

more wi th the structure and function of models in contrast

with Ramsey's concern with its origin. To be fair to Ramsey

he does try to explicate the function of models but has little

to say about their structure.

All of these philosophers are also somewhat wary about

the use of models and stress their shortcorcings.. Ramsey,

of course, is aware of shortcomings in the indiscriminate

use of models but seems to feel that all of these are due to

the original sin of 'pictorial realism'.
/

(A) Models in Frederick Ferre

'vfuen we turn to Ferr§'s concept of models in religion

we see that he is closer to A. Kaplanl and Ernst Nage1 2 than
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In his article 'Mapping the Logic of I Jlodels in

Theolo€y' he cites both of these gentlemen. But we shall see

that many of his points are quite similar to those of Ramsey.

His account of models is developed in three of his major

works, one of which is the journal article referred to a.bove

which is devoted to the problem of mapping theological models

and in which he breaks the analysis of models dO\'Tn into, three

parts, type, scope and status. 'The other t1t.'O \'iOrks are books

in which the discussion of models is reserved to the end or

near the end in each case., In Bae,j,c IJIodern Philosophy of

Religion he devotes the first two parts to an analytical and

historical treatment of philosophy of religion setting the

stage for part III in which he develops his concept of models.

Part I is devoted to defining both 'religion' and

'philosophy of religion', Part II to tracing the historical

development of the latter starting \',;i th the clas sic theis tic,

proofs working through the critiques of these by Hume and

Kant and finishing with tracing the roots of existentialism,

pragmatism and positivism.

Part III brings us to the contemporary scene. Here he

suggests that the alleged conflict of science with religion

is a bogus problem. 3 Evolutione.ry theory is not incompatible

with the design argument, Freudian psychology does not upset

the validity of religious belief nor does astronomical cos-

mology. destroy the 8.rgument from contingency. \{e have a

, sc ien t,ific s talerna te' - flde spi te the vas t increases in knovl-

ledge prOVided by the sciences in the twentieth century,
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fundamental issues of belief in God x'emain unsettled ll
• 4 But

if science leaves us neutral on the validity of religious

and alternatives to the cognitive meaningfulness of religious

language - emotive, conative and heuristic account$.7 He then

goes on to explore the 'Cognitive possibilities of Theistic

Language' in chapter 13 and here his models become important.

He begins by summarizing vlha t he takes to be tfthe two primary

functions of theism's logically primary ima.ges ll
: '(1) ex-

pressing and influencing basic life styles, and (2) reflecting

and shaping ultimate "ways of seein811,.8

These correspond respectively to Ramsey's com~ittment

and discernment. In discussing and evaluating the conative

theory of religious language earlier for example he agrees

that religion certainly involves 'commitin~ oneself to a way

of life',9 but he points out that 'this kind of meaning (per

formative) is wholly dependent on the provision of some kind

of descriptive content. ,10 For example the meaning of 'I

bid fifty dollars' while being performative not descriptive

is parasitic upon descriptive language ('bidding fifty dollars~.

F>imilarly if theisti.c language can be used conatively

in order, say, to commit oneself to Christian ~~a.p~ rather

than Nazi hostili ty IIthere must be some distine:uishable des

criptive content that undergirds the pOS8ibilitylf~11 This
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is a much stronger claim than Ramsey makes. He repudiates

descriptive language but attempts to maintain an objective

reference and what Ferr§says is quite relevant to Ramsey's

enterprise.

Presumably the descriptive content is supplied for

Ferre by (2). The terms tI''iaysof seeing tl suggests 'perspective'

and more vaguely Ramsey's 'di f,cernment' . The para.llel "ri th

the latter term arises beca.use 'seeing' is not used here

in any straightfor\'Jard li teral sense. It is rather like

Ramsey's 'sense of the unseen'.

But the concept o\'les much· more to I;orothy Emmet than to

Ramsey. Ferre rack::1.owledzes his debt to the former in the

same footnote in ~hich he refers to Ramsey's project. Miss

Emmet in fact h8s a very interestiI1-e;diagram that is worth

reproducting since it helps us understand better what Ferre

is doing. 12

Fig. 1.
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Now ho'\,! do I'le evaluate 1';hat we have in FF1 , metaphysical

--models? She sugges'vs they are selected by our 'persPi?ctive r

which in turn is determined by what we regard as important,

that is it involves value judgements. Criteria such as co-

herenee, comprehensiveness and self-evidence are relev~nt to

13any overall assessment of the model. These criteria are

quite similar to those of Ferr-e and Ramsey.

1o:1iss Emmet brings together analogy and model:

vmat the [metaphysician] does; therefore,
is to construct a theoretical model drawn
from analogy from some form of intellec
tual or spiritual relationship which he
judges to be especially significant or
importe.n t, (14 )

Ferr~ notes that in constructing his model the theist

asks: ""Vihat is 'most important' in the ultimate scheme of

things? The tbei s tic model points to vividnes s of consc ious

ness, to creative freedom, to moral exce.L.lence, "15 although

precisely how this would differ from ~ humanistic value per~

spective is not easy to see, TIlis quotation indicates not

only the affinities of Ferr6's concept with Miss Emmet's but

also points to affinity with Ramsey's for the model referred

to here is cleariy :.:; personal one. Ferre empha.sizes this in

the article ':referred to earlier.' when he points out that

'God' is integrated in terms of epistemically 'vivid personal

models r ,16 But despite this and other similarities I",hat is

more stril<:.ing is the difference betvJeen: the two.

Ferre is much closer to the formalistic concept of

models as ou tlined by I(ap:R:an He stresses the
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close connection between model and theory17 relying a great

deal on Nagel ' s 18 discussion. In his last chapter he dis-

cusses the many current calls for reconsideration and restate-

ment of Christian theism and discusses in order 'Reforming

the model' and 'Rethinking the Theory,.19 This close con-

nection between models and theory is something Ramsey hardly,

if ever, considers.

Ferr~ begins his discussion of models by distinguishing

I conceptual' models from scale or mechanical models. The

latter can be built or even made to work whereas the latter

can only be drawn, described or conceptualized. 20 The

classification of models into scale, mechanical and con-

ceptual is ",lha t was earlier referred to as 'type "

Models differ also in 'scope'. Some of them stand for

a single thing (such as the Queen Mary) others represent

whole classes (e.g. the hydrogen atom) and sometimes they

refer to vas tel" domains (such as the who Ie univers e ).21 Tne

difference of type and scope are due to differences of purpose.

Models can play roles of interpretation, integration and

heuristic stimulation.
22 Ferr~'~ main concern is with the

cognitive function of models.

He points out three benefits of models for theories.

They can bring ideational definiteness t·o otherwise highly

indeterminate theories. 23 Secondly, they can introduce

conceptual unity to a subject matter either intern§.& by

suggesting additional ways in which the data fit together24

(his example - the hydraulic model of an economic system is
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borrowed from Kaplan) or externall~ by drawing together pre-

viously disparate fields as the molecule model integrated

thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.

Thirdly a model fuay suggest fruitful lines of inquiry,

as the 'Big Bang' hypothesis has helped' suggest fascinating

appli~ations of radio telescopy to quasar research. 25

,..
Like Braithwaite, Nagel and Kaplan Ferre recognizes the

need for caution in using models. 26 ~le must avoid Ii teralism

othen'Jise we get such 'paradoxes' as the wave-particle

duality. 'The "parad,oxll ... arises,fr~m aGtempts to take the

models literally and to push them beyond their appropriate

logical limits. ,27 This of course is the same warning as

Ramsey's against 'picture models'.

'Vlhat is the relation of models to tneory?' .

Conceptual models ••. give abstract theories
concrete interpretationj theories in turn,
attempt to articulate the formal structure
of their subject matter thanks in part ..•.
to suggestiQns derived from the formal
structure of their associated models. (28)

Theories then serve the purpose of mediatin~ between,,- - .

'reality' and models. Ramsey more or less dispenses with

this middleman and has the models directly articulate the

structure (but not t~e formal structure and not pictorially)

of the subject-matter.

A model is accredited and therefore acceptable if it

gives shape and support to theories that preform their con-

ceptual role well. One important conceptual role of a model

is its use in 'warranting empirical hypo theses and this Ills
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eBsentially linked to the task of helping us anticipate

specific experiences ",29 This is the verification prine iple

and as a scientific tool is quite acceptable. "But the

sciences do not exhaust human thinking ll
•
30 vie must consider

different conceptual roles, types of theories and associated

conceptual models and "other standards of sucess.,,31

In this he is very close to Ramsey. For both accept

the verification principle as applicable to scientific models

but suggest other criteria for theological models. There

are further similarities worth stressing. Ferr~ points out

that:

vIell-chosen metaphysical models must lend
themselves to articulation, of course, in
metaphysical theories that are themselves
capable of self-consistent elaboration,
spelling ou t in depth and in detail the
structu~es o~ reality as suggested and
made concretely vivid by the model. (32)

The model hO'tlever is ancillary to the theory and if that

theory develops in a· direction that requires the modification

or abandonment of the model, it must be expendable. 33 But

we must avoid any confusion of theistic imagery with either

falsi.fiable empirical proposi tio ns or linguistic conventions. 34

How then can we give rational justification for theistic

belief? lilt appears that it must be done ••. by displaying the

success of the model in concretely interpreting some viable

metaphysical theory (or theories). 35

He suggests three criteria for this: appropriateness,

adequacy and coherence. 36 The first involves a linkage with

some viable metaphysical theory. Historical examples are
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used by Ferre here. Christian doctrine has seized upon

several conceptual vehicles for its models: Plato's meta-

physical system, AristotleTs and more· recently those of Hegel,

Heidegger, vlui tehead and ~ii ttgens tein. 37 The importctnt

point here is that the ~it' is not between model and 'reality'

or the phenom.ena but between model and theory.

But not only must there be the· latter fit but also the

former. This is implied by the criteria of 'adequacy'. Here

the relation of the metaphysical scheme or theory itself to

reality is basic. This is somewhat similar to Ramsey's

'empirical fi t' • Ferr-e does not use the term 'fit I in this

context (as he did in discussing coherenc~) but it bears a

strong family resemblance.

Since unlimited scope is the ·characteristic of meta

physical models f1 0nl y a fUlly comprehensive scheme '\.;ill be

adequate to all the varieties of experience and knowledge

that must be integrated". 38 The last term, 'integrated' is

reminiscent of Ramsey who sugzested that 'God' can be used

as a metaphysical integrator.

Adequacy requires that no import~;mt range of human

experience and interest be ignored, denied or distorted. 39

There are problems here as Ferre recognizes. vie can draw

no hard and fa.st ~lori line bet'v'leen explaining and

explaining away. Ferr~ feels this is not a serious problem

since there is a similar problem in philosophy of science. 40

Other problems are handled by similar appeals. For

example vIe seem to be at the mercy of intui tions .'41 Further
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there is the problem .of level of adequacy. But adain per-
I
I

fect inclusiveness, an adequacy that explains all iaspects of

experience without distortion is probably an unatt~inable

i

The third criterion stresses internal connec~ion and in-
I.

tegration rather than consistency. It is a crite~ion
!

Ramsey advocates~3 Again complete coherence is nJver attain-
I

able44 nor can we define precisely the aC'ceptable Ilevel of

- h 45lnco erence.
I

Nonetheless discoverable disconnection is a 1efect:
I

The more the various elements of a schem~

can be shown to entail one another, the !

more nearly integral, and therefore the
more successful, it may be counted as
being. (46)

Again this criterion like the second is so~eJhat vague.
i

It is impossible to define ~riori the acceptablei level of

incoherence that can be tolerated, especially since the

conceptual scheme involved attempts an explanation of the

1I.[hole of things.
",

But Ferre appeals again to science: it is

not possible to stipulate how much complexity can be tolerated

before the standard of simplicity is violated. 47

'At any rate the process of hu:nan inquiry is not a mechani-

cal affair as is sometfumes depicted in ~08ic texts. But

neither is it a matter of whim or arbitrary preference. 48

. ".,

Ferre extends this point to include the criteria ~s a ~fuole.

He realizes the criteria are bound to seem impreci;se, and too

dependent on 'feeling' and I intuHion'o Further thiere is a

buil t-in tension between the second and third cri tierion.
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"Scope and system are polar notions. 1149 The tighter the

sy s tern the more temptation th.~re is to omi t part 0 f the data

and the more scope is defended the harder it beco~es to

retain system. 50

Ferre meets the problem by reemphasizing that there is

more to scientific method than usually realized. Feel,

hunch and intuition play very important roles. 51 But of

course the scientist can look to future experiences and new

data to turn up. The mete,physician cannot. So the disatis-

faction directed at metaphysics is not entirely due to a

"falsely idealized notion of ipquiry in other domoins. 1152

The understanding provided by metaphysical models and theories

is less compelling than other types.

But is there any understancHng at all? The anS1:;er de-

pends on how many mcides.df understanding one is prepared to

allow. 53 Ferr~ cites five, the first three of w'hich would

be acceptable to mos~ (symbolic abstraction, empirical

hypotheses and limited theories)54 while the last two are

moot-metaphysical theories and religious imagery.55

Even granting the fourth to be legitimate problems

remain. For all ontological sche~es seem to end in arbitrary

explana,tions and this is a "powerful threat to the sense of

understanding". 56 The fifth mode is supposed to help over-

come this:

The theistic model. as religious imagery,
is a kind of symbolism which may function .••
to overCOine the threat of the arbi trary on
its valuational side as well as to meet the
cognitive challenge of strangeness and dis
connection on its theoretical side. (57)
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Ferr6 does not cla.im that the model succeds in doing this

but does claim progress in clarifying what modes of under-

stand ing are and vihich are not 8.:r1tCoj):ci..I"('l; ~:, in evalua ting such

claims. 58 ,-
As can be seen Ferre lays a great deal of stress

on the role of v&lue judgements in construction of the theistic

model. Ramsey stresses this too but he is more inclined to

find parallels between ~oral language and religious language.

Ferr~ has a much more direct connection. 'Moral lan~uage

plays a fundamental role in shaping religious language and

theological models.

In sugges ting hOI'! the thei s tic model aught to be reformed

Ferr~ expecially stresses reforming its ~oral aspect-rejection

of certain Old Testament moral standards 59 as well as re-

jection of certain standards he alleges to find in the New

Testament such as anti-semitism, anti-feminism, blood

sacrifice, the doctrines of the fail and of hell. 60

But if we are to modify the model while retaini~ the

Christian view how do we do so? vfnat principle of selection

enables us to separate the wheat from the chaff? Ferr~

suggests that if a 'dominant motif' could be found selection

could be m,,:de in terms of its own normat~ve character. 61

This is comparable to Ramsey's QU6st for a dominant model in

Chris~ian Liscourse. 62 He suggests ultimately a personal

model. Ferr~ stresses the agape model which would eliminate

anti-semitism, anti-feminism. hell and rejection of the

world,63 while offering "a principle for radical social

1'64reform:
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Let us then sum up the diferences and similarit~es

between E'er're and Ramsey. v~hile Ramsey calls his models

'discl08ure models r Ferr~ refers to his as 'conceptual'.

The latter stresses the close connection bet"'Jeen model and

theory and is more value-oriented in constructing models.

But both agree that personal models must be used, that the

principle of falsification is inapplicable to these models

that they must be jUdged ratlJ.er in terms of coherence, fit,

adequacy and on their ability to integrate all of e~perience.

(B) \lilliam Austin

Hhen we turn to Au s tin ·we find t"jO rnaj or theme s on "!'vni ch

he concentrates: (a) paradox and (b) complementarity. Two

articles of his concern us here. In the first he outlines

his theory by comparing paradox in science and theology and

suggesting the use of complementary models to overcome the

paradox. In the second he applies this 'complementarist'

interpretation to Ra~sey's models.

He begins both articles with a quote from A.N. illlitehead:

The d ognas of religion axe the attempts to
formulate in precise terms the truths dis
closed in the religious experience of mankind.
In exactly the same way the dogmss of physical
science are the attempts to formulate in
precise terms the truths ciscJ.osed in the sense
perception of mankind. (65)

Of the numerous objections "to this type of approach

Austin considers oDly the problem of paradox. Because reli-

gious discourse abounds in paradox, it has been suggested

that it is closer to poetry than science. But Austin raisEs

the question "is science free from paradox?"66 He appeals to
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the wave-particle duality pointing out that the rival ~ccounts

of the nature of ligh t (the WB.ve theory and the particle

theory) "bo!:.!l must be pressed into service to account for the

phenomena. 1167

He goes on to. give us a de fi"l"~.:i:tion " of paradox, indicate s

briefly the grounds for speaking of the wave-particle duality

and proposes an interpretation of Neils Bohr's 'principle of

complementarity' and suggests that a complementary use of

models lies behind at least some theological paradoxEs. His

defini tion of paradox is "a statement 1,oihich appe,H's to be

either self-contradictory 2E. incompatible 1,oiith other state-

t ... I to be true. ",68men s L>al";:en

Bohr's principle of complementarity which arose in the

1920s I'las "that any given application of classical concepts

prec.ludes the simultaneous use of other classical concepts

which in a different connection are equally necessary for the

elucidation of the phenomena. ,,69 In Physics the photoelectric

and Compton effects required employment of particle models

where only wave models had been used before. Both models

must nO\'j be used in strange, perplexing combinations. 70

On the basis of these considerations Austin defines

'complementarity' as a

relation between two models used in the inves
tigation of a given domain- a relation in which
the need to alterne.te, and combine features
of, t\W models imposes restrictions on the free
dom and precision wi th which we can deploy
each. (71)

Austin considers possible objections, that Bohr meant
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something different by 'complementarity' and that the present

wave-particle duality may be overcome, that Schrodinger and

others never gave up the idea of a unified wave or particle

theory and tha,t others ·are working to'dards different, non

comple'ill3ntary models. 72 But Austin argues that even if the

stage is merely transitional it does not materially affect

the position that an analysis of it will help us to understand

theological paradox.

One such paradox that he fe'els is c[{pable of a com

plementarest. interpretation is the justice-mercy dicotomy.

Austin knows of no theologian who has self-consciously adopted

such a principle. 73 'l'heologians have bale.ncEd affirma tions

against contrasting affirmations but have not paid attention

to the manner in 'lflhieh the use of one model limi ts the sense

in which its contrasting partner can be taken. 74 This is what

is lacking for example, in the justice-mercy paradox. The

attempt to combine both by picturing God as a 'generally fair

but kind lenient parent' is "too indefinite"75

Further as it stands now the justice-mercy paradox does

not reflect the use of complementary models because tlit

lacks .•• any sort of specification of how the need to use both

models restricts the freedom and precision with which each

is employed ll
•
76

This is perhaps his most important point, that the need

to use complementary models imposes limits on the freedom

with which each can be elaborated. For Austin, as with

Ramsey a,nd Ferre, 'Hhat he propounds is more a program, hints
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at a blueprint for theological progress rather than a completed

system.

In his second article Austin indicated more clearly what

a comp16raerrt:'J:.'j~3t interpretation of the love- jUs tice paradox

involves~ There are three basic elements:

(1) that behind the peradox lie the
models Merciful Fatter and·Stern JUdge,
(2) that theologians need both models in
their interpretation of experien6e, but
(3) that the need 00 preserve both re
stricts the way that each can be de
veloped. (77 )

He then goes on to consider Ramsey's concept of models,

His defini tion of model is qui te similar to the f.:)rmalistic

account of Black, Kaplan and Braithwaite:

what is a model? It 1.s an object or set of
objects, vihose properties and relations are
1"ell known, used in the inves tiga tion of a
set of phenomena vihicn is not so well under
stoo~. The'well-understood object ... becomes
a model for the investigation of the 111
understood phenomena when someone sees a
significent similarity between the structure
or web of relations in the former and struc
ture or web of rela.tions glimpsed in the
la t ter. (79 )

For M to be a model of 0 there must be a relation of

isomorphism - identity of structure - between them~O Austin

feels that Ramsey's approach to paradox is incidental rather

than systematic8l and is a 'paradox-minimizing approach,~2

Paradoxes are to be resolved by tra.cing them back to "their

disclosure basis and refusing to think of them in 'picture'

language.' Austin raises four points about Ramsey' treatment
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of paradox that leaves him uneasy.83 We can postpone most

of these un~il chapter five when we consider the various

criticisms made of Ramsey's models.

But one of these problems is germane to Austin's

thesis: that of the relation .§:monp; qualified models. 84

Austin gives three reasons for regarding this relation as

important. Agai'n we can skip these'reasons for now since

they include criticism of Ramsey's viewpoint and pass over

to the last part of Austin's essay 'where he endeavours to

show that Ramsey hin~s at complementarity.

He finds two passages in Ramsey's earlier work that

drops such hints - his discussion of the doctrine of reser-

rection and immortality and the discussion of atonement.

In Freedom and Immortali~ Ramsey says: .

. The d.octrine of the resurrection of the body
and the immortality of the soul, if ••• taken
together to make complementary claims, might
well be regarded as plotting from two opposite
points of view what the phrase 'immortality
of I' talks about. (85)

Austin feels that this use of 'complementary' parallels

his because, despite differences "The main sim:ilarity is that

for Ramsey the need to recognize both doc tines imposes limits

on the freedom with which each can be elaborated. 86

In Christian Discourse Ramsey speaks of the Hebrew model

of "'vind ica tion agains t an oppressor II as a "correc tive" to

the model, "acquittal in a law court"r87 Austin also says

tha t "In one isola ted pa,:,sage he seems to allow the importance

of looking for coherence among doctrines beyond "what is pro

Vided by their common basis in disclosure".s8 (the passage is
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in llii, p. 66)

But there seems to be at least two other passages over-

loolzed by Austin in this connection. In Christian Discourse

Ramsey points to the importance of coherence as .one criteria

of evaluating metaphysical models89 and in Reli9jious Language

he raises lithe problem of complementary languages and their

unity l/9 0 in connection with the doctrine of the hypostatic

union.

To sum up: we have seen how Ramsey's concept of models

is quite different than that of Xaplan and Nagel and that

Austin and Ferr~ are much closer to Kaplan etc., that Ferr~

is much more value-oriented than Ramsey and that Austin

suggests the need to use complementary models.



CHAPTER V

In our final chapter we sha.ll attempt an overall assess

ment of the cognitive significance of models in religious dis

course. We shall start with a few comments on Flew's fal-

sification criterion. Next we shall consider some of the

criticisms made by various writers '(such as Flew, H.D. Lewis,

Richard Hurlburtt) of Ramsey's use of models. Then I shall

attempt an overall assessment not only of Ramsey's models

but of the project itself (inciuding the attempts of Ferr6,

Austin and Joh.n Hick. (the last-named is considered not

because of his model-construction but because of his theory

of 'escha tologic8.l verifica tion' and imrnortali ty ).

(I) A suff:cient number of dif?iculties for the positivist

criterion of meaning (whether in terms of vErification or

falsification) have already been pointed out and acknowledged

by empiricists themselves l even in the field of philosophy

of science from whence the criterion was allegedly derived

and in -\\'hich it was supposed. to be mo s t applic able. The

most recent and most cogent of such critiques comes from

Imre Lakatos. 2 He points out that 'lYle cannot prove theories

and we cannot pisprove them either". 3 Even more shockingly

he argue s t1Exac tly the mos t aclmired sc ientific theorie s

simply fail to forbid any observable states of affairs". 4

Popper himself adml ts u'No conclusive disproof of a theory

can ever be produced I; those who Hai t for an infallible dis~
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proof before eliminating a theory "1I'Jill have to wai t forever

and 'will never benefit from experience I 115 In fact Popper

rejects the idea of falsific:3.tion as a cri terj.on of meani:QE.

He asserts instead ":b"'alsifiabili ty separates titlO kinds of

perfectly meaningful statements: the falsifiable and the non-

falsifiable. It draws a line inside meaningful language, not

around it. ,,6

But does this really help the theist? According to

Popper lIlt rnus~be--I2..0ssible for' an empirical scientific s:z.stem

to be refuted b:L_~~perieg9.~1I7 Of course if Lakatos is right

then Popper is wrong. But even if Popper is right does this

help Flew and if he is wrong does this help the theist?

At this point to avoid confusion it is necessary to keep

several ideas separate. (1) In the first p~ace I don't think

there is a problem of L'1ean~ for the theist .£fL§:ccoun~---9.f.

non-falsifiability. Flew has either misunderstood Popper or
----,--------"'-

simply appropriated him for his own purposes, that is he

takes Popper's criterion of demarcation and turns it into a

criterion of meaninp:. But will it serve as the latter? The

answer is surely No.!

To start with Flew is not totally consistent in his treat-

ment of theory of meaning. In another context he S8.yS

llcorrect usage- ••. surely is and mus t be the stc1.ndard of. mean

ing ll8

Now Flew might reply that the two criteria are not in-

compatible but is this the case? It is obvious that meaning

is much wider the.n cop:nitive me8ning (granting that the ex-
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pression 'cognitive meaning' makes sense)9 Conative, pres

criptive, emotive and illocu~ionary sentences are all meaning-

ful and obviously so without any reference whatever to verifi

cation since tiley canoot be categorized as true or false. 10

'Shut the door' and 'Damn it' are ooth meaningful if and only

.if we can understand them. vih.! shoLJ.ld there be a different

criterion for cognitive sentences since they are composed of

the same basic elements? 'Green \'lisdom flies vociferously'

and 'Cat up door think our sweetness' are nonsense because of

the "Jay the basic elements are put together just as 'Jones

shut the door' (cognitive) and .'Shut the door, Jones!' are

meaningful because of the way the elements are put together.

Since I Jone s shu t the door' and I Shu t the door, Jone s l' differ

only because of the position of 'Jones' why should we use

different cri teria of meaning in the tv,o cases?

(2) ,,;nile falsification is a problem for the theis~,

verification is a tot?-sher one. It is.easier to ,stipulate ,'!'hat

would count ap:ainst particular religious assertions than it

is to stipulate vITlat would ~~port them. Take for example

the apostles' creed. Let us assume also for the sake of

argument (as QUine, Lakatos inte~alia seem to believe) that

it is scientific systems as a whole not individual state~ents

that are verified or falsified, and let us apply this to
.

theological systems. It seems easy to show what would count

against the apostles' creed. (a particulary good example

since (a) it is perhaps the only creed common to all branches

of the Christian church and (b) it sets off Christianity
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from other religions such as Judaism and Islam) Part of the

creed c,sse ts I I believe ••.• in Jesus Chri s t hi s [God I ~ only

Son our Lord villa was conceived by the Holy Ghost, Born of

the Virgin Mary, Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,

dead and burried .•. The third day he rose again from the

dead/l

Now suppose that evidence was unearthed demonstrating

that Christ never lived. He obviously then could never have

been born of Mary (whe ther or no t she was a virg:l.n) could not

have suffered under Pontius Pilate) could not have been crucified,

(hence could not have died for our sins) dead and buried nor

could he have risen again from the dead. All this would

follow trivially from the fact that Christ never eXisted. Of

course this ,'Jould not affect the radical theologian \~·ho ',.·ants

to demythologize and lIexistentializell the New Testament nor

would it disprove Jewish or Islamic theism.

So consider then the Jewish belief "God gave 1·10ses the

ten commandments" or the Islamic belief "1'!Iohammed is the

prophet of Allah". Now suppose it could be shown that neither

Moses nor Mohammed ever existed? Then surely these claims

",muld be falsif.ied. But ho1tJ would they (Or I Christ is the

son of God ') be verified? This seems to be a much more

difficult problem.

Again of course it is not a problem for an existential

theologican (such as Tillich or_3~ltmann) but their accounts

of religious lansua€e are (or seem to be) non-cognitive and

hence immune from such problemc; anyvlaY (but not oVlers).
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Similar considerations apply to discourse about miracles.

Talk about the miracles of Moses, Christ or Mohammed is not

meaningless any more than fairy tales, legends and classical

and Nordic myths are. Our problems with -vd tches, genies,

dragons and fairies as \'li th God, immortali ty and miracles are

not with sense but with reference, that is the lack of evidence

that we should lend credence to claims regarding the afore

mentioned entities and events. At this point we should note

that we disbeleive in witches et. ale not because we have

evidence that they do not exist but because we have no evi

dence that they do. Thus while universal statements are

falsifiable but not .verifiable, existential statements are

verifiable but not falsifiable. (One more' reason why Flew

should be asking not "What v:ould falsify the statement 'God

eXists1,lIlbut ' what would verify' id)

(3) The point regarding immortality and God requires

elaboration. Assuming we have disposed of the problem of

falsification have we merely left th~ theist with the proclem

of evidence (or reference) ra ther than sense? The anS\'i'er at

this stage is Nol.

At first blush it seems easy to show that talk about

immortality is meaningful. If the statement 'All men are

mortal' is meaningful then surely 'All men are immortal'

is also. How could 'My pen is blue' be meaningful if

'My pen is not blue I is non-sense? If 'l\Tothingness nothings'

is non-sense ho\'! can 'Nothingness does not nothing' be in

telligible?
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Yet this is somewhat .superficial. For as I indicated

in chapter one there are onl~ two grounds upon which the

intelligibility of i:nmortality coulc3 be maintained. The

former, Cartesian-Platonic dualism would be a great convenience

for the theist if he coulo oefend U1is view of man. I doubt

if he can however so let us consider instead the intelligi-

bility of resurrection language.

John Hick has an interesting articlell (much more

interesting than Ramsey's discussion in Freedom and Immortality)

on this possibility in which he argues that t,here is nothing

intrinsically unintelligible about the possibility of a person

being reconstituted as the same person after his death. He

first argues that if "!tIe has a case in l,,'hich a person in No'rth

America at a meetj.ng of a learned society were to disappear

and at the same instant an exact replica of him ",Jere to re-

appear in Australia and thE: person in Australia had the same

physical and mental characteristics Ulen we would be forced

to conclude that he was the same person as the one who

disappeared in North America. IIThere is continui ty of

memory, complete similarity of bodily features •... and also

of beliefs, habits and mental propensities. 1112

Hick postulates two other cases: the second in which a

man in America dies and a replica appears in Australia, the

third in whictr a man dies and a replica appears not in

Aus tra,lia bu t in a lid ifferent 'world al toge ther, a re surrec tion

world inhabited by resurrected persons. 1113

In all these cases we would surely be entitled to infer
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that the replica was in fact the same person as the original

Mr. X. There are several advvntages, Hick argues, in this

theory that makes it. attractive. lilt is consonant with the

conception of man as an indissoluble psycho-physical unity and

yet it also offers the possibiliLy of an empirical meaning for

the idea of 'life after death' ".14 'r'hus it can be easily

accomodated to a Strawsonian or Rylean concept of persons and

minds and is not susceptible to the objections against Platonic-

Cartesian dualism.

It also helps to answer Flew for it prOVides 'eschato

logical verification',15 a concept for which Hick acknowledges

Crombie's contribution in the New Essays in Philosophical

Theolop:y.16 Yet Hick realizes that such occurenC8S as he

cites would not per'_se verify theism: IISurv i val, simply as

such, ~Jould not serve to verify theism. It ~iould not neces

sarily be a sta.te of affairs which is manifestly incompatible

v-li th the non-exi stence of God. t'17

If fact there cannot be, for Hick, any encounter '1'.'1th,

or direct experience of, God but only indirect, circumstantial

evidence that "points unambiguously to the existence of a

Iovine: God. ,,18 The fact that the attributes of God such as

omnipotence, omnipresence, perfect goodness, infinite love

"cannot be siven in humen experience tl19 is countered by Hick

~li th an appeal to the Incarnation. "0ur beliefs regard i.o8

God's infinite being are not capable of observational verifi-

cation... but they are susceptible of indirect verification

by the removal of ra tional d oub t concerning the au thori ty of
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eh '. t 11 20
rlS.•

Hick appears to rule out the possibility of intersub-

jectivity: 1I0nl y the theistic bsliever can find the vindica

tion of his belief. 1121 Since Hick explicity asserts, however,

that a,nyone can become a believer his theory can be reconciled

with the demand of intersubjectivity.

There remains this problem however. ~n1at reafoODS are

there for expecting eschatological verification? By similar

moves one coulci establish the meaningfulness of alchemy,

astrology, magic, vTitcbcraft, miracles etc. but do we h§l.ve any"

evidence that the stars influence our conduct, that witcbes

exist etc? He ?on 1 t experience people popping out of being

and reappearing in Australia and don't seem to have any

reliable evidence as yet that man is immortal although we

also donlt have any difficulty in'understandin3 the meaning of

resurrection-talk. vre surely can envisage Ezkiel's valley of

the dry bones and tb~ir reconstitution as persons (Ezek. 37)

but what grounds do we have for belieVing in such occurences?

This is the real problem not 1\·;ha1., do claims regElrding putative

resurrections mean?'

The same problem seems to apply to dise~bodied con-

sciousness although the theist may have a genuine problem

here with intelligibility. Now I indicated earlier that

the tbeist would have a stronger although less convenient

case for immortality by rejecting Cartesian dualism.

But even if the theist does reject Descartes' 'ghost in

the machine I he still has a problem with disembodied con-
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sciousness with Go9._~imself. Is it intelligible to talk

about a being who has sensations, volitions, thoughts,

intentions etc. but is "without body, parts or pasSions,,?22

This is 8. difficult if not impossible question to answer but

is basic to our problem.

Accor'ding to Jerome Shaffer (\'Jho r'",l.ses the issue in

regard to an after life not in relation to God):

a survival of consciousness after the death of
the body certainly is imaginable, at. least in
one's ovm case •... I seem to see the follov.ing:
people bending over 8 body vlhich appears to be
mine, a doctor feeling for a pUlse, an
ambulance arrivins ... and my body taken away.
I no longer see [my bod;Y.1. I vlatch a funeral,
hear people say kind things about me ..• All
during this time I have thoughts, sense
impressions, feelings. I continue to be con
scious, but no longer have a body~ Surely this
is intelligible. (23)

\:e hre tempted to agree v.'i th Staffer as we agreed wi til

the intelligibility of Ezekiel's vision. But is it this

simple? Note that Shaffer uses terms like 'see', 'look' and

. 'hearl, terms that normally if not always presuppose bodily

organs. Peter Geach argues:

As for disembodied sensations and feelings, •••
connexions are broken in this case; there is
no handhold for applying IIsensuous" concepts
to dise:nbodied existence at all- 'ltle just
do not know what we are doin,s if 'i\'e try. (24)

Yet Geach does not draw what seems to be the obvious

Qonclusion, that talk about disembodied consciousness is

meaningless: IIDenying sense. to the attempt to think of

feelings, sensations, emotio~s, etc., apart from a living

orcanism may seem to be practice,lly the same as denying dis

embodied mind altogether. Such a denial does not follow. 1125
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Yet, citing St. Thomas, Geach says "Sensuous experiences

are possible only in COD..nection with a livine; organism. 1126

T\'l0 questions ce,n be raised here. First, is it any more

intelligible to speak of thinking without a brain then it is

to speak of seeing and hearing without eyes and ears? Wouldn't

we have the same problem mu.tatis mutandi with thinking? Do

we have any more experience of thought without a brain than

we do of sight and sound without eyes and ears?

NOv,! lest it be misunderstood it should 1:;le pointed out

that the above argument does not imply a mind-brain identity

thesis any more than the point regarding sight implies 8,ny

identity between seeing and light rays hitting the eye-ball.

It simply raises the point that we do not have experience of

thought without a brain and we do experience people with

brains thinkins, that is, the brain seems to be a necessary

and perhaps sufficient condition for the possibility of

thought. Sensations. may also be necessary for thought. vfuat

~ould we think about if we had no sensations? A god without

sense-experience would be thought thinking itself!

If Aquinas did assert (as Geach says) tha t SenE,UQUSU;:.

experiences are, possible only in connexion \'Ii th living organ

isms then either (a) God has no knowledge o.f the universe

and of human history or (b) he knows it on the basis of pure

ihought (that is)He is a pure rationalist) or (c) he pre

destined it all and is una"iare of what goes on (perceptuaJJ::y

unaware) but kno,,;s what mus t be go ing on because he planned

it. None of these options is partiCUlarly appealing to the
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theist.

The better position wou~'d be to reject Aquinas (and Geach)

and claim tha.t sensuous and intellectual experiences can

occur (in God's case, at least) without the organs that

(in man's case) always accompany such experiences. Here is

the classic case of the theist avioding the Scylla of anthro

pomorphism and risking the Charydis of agnosticism. Do we

know v.iha t the the 1st is talking abou t "i'lhen he speaks of God

in personal terms without ascribing material object predi

cates to God?

This is a very difficult ~uestion and it masterly

exploited by Hepburn in Christianity and Paradox. As he

points out "there are some tests for the existence, presence,

and activities of Q£rsons, "but apparently not for God. 27

God is spoken of as a 'personal being' and also as being 'out

side of space 'and time'. 28 J s i L iute lligible to speak of

God as both personal,and a being 'without body, parts or

passions'?

It seems that the only plausible mOve for the theist (we

shall soon explore Ramsey's) is to maintain that it is a con

tingent fact that we see 'vi th our eyes f hear ":i th our ears,

think with (or because of) our brain, that is, the bra.in is a

necessary condition for our thought. This it true of man but

not of God. In fact man could hr:ve seen with his ears, heard

with his eyes, thought with his stomach or without these

organs. Presumably then so can God.

Even if the theist is conceded this much there still
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remains the problem of reference and it is clear by now that

this is his major problem not thet of sense. The problem

with statements about witches, fairies, unicorns is not

meaning but reference. Similarly with God except that with

Him we have the added problem that whereas we can draw pic-

tures of witches and fairies we can't picture God. (Zeus yes,

but not God)

Is God (existentiallY) in the same category as ~itches,

unicorns, and ghosts or in that of chairs, horses, stars and

t~ees (even if he does have a diff~rent 'mode of b~in5')?

As pointed out earlier in this. chapter (p. 90) we have suf-

ficient grounds for rejecting existential claims if we have no

grounds for accepting them. This is the fundamental problem

that the philosophical theist faces. Now Ramsey's models

claim to solve tile problems of both sense and reference. To

what extent do they accomplish this, particularly the latter?

(II) To help answer this questio~ we shall consider some

of the more important criticisms made of Ramsey's use of models.

R. Hurlburtt refers to Ramsey and compares theological and

scientific models:

The models of scientific operation are expan
sible, COherent, indirectly verifiable and
fruitfUl, subject to public criteria, and are
usually 8iven ul:' when other models prove more
advantageous. They tend to be quite dynamic.
This dS not true of theolosical and religious
beliefs. (29)

Flew in a review of Ramsey's Christian Discourse raises

the cri ticisffi that Hamsey fD.ils to show hovl religious dis-

course gets started and he also reemphasizes the familiar
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theme about falsifiabilit.y.30

H. D. Lewis offers a critique of Ramsey in PhilosoQQy

of Religion. In regard to Ramsey's 'lively and homely'

examples of the man on the train and the stuffed-shirt

judge31 he comments "A difficulty which arises at once about

these examples is that of deciding what the 'more than what's

seen' involves."32 Further it is tlnot enough to exhibit the

peCUliarity of religious utterances without saying more about

the sort of meaning they do have and how they are validated". 32

He feels that Ramsey is wrong in claiming that we, by his

method, bypass old controversies: In discussing freedom and

im~ortality Ramsey claims that we have experiences that

trascend the pre sent. But tlviha t .•. have we beyond certain sorts

of human s1 tU8. tion? "34

He feels in addi tion that Ramsey is too vague and im-·

p~ecise, that he is in danger of making the idea of immortality

empty of all precision and significance (Lewis is surely' .

correct at this point) of taking out of religion any reference

to reality other than pecu~ar situations in the present life:

How far Professor Ramsey manages to escape
these dangers and retL'in in the notion of
disclosure situations, •.. a reference to
some genuine reality beyond what is 'observable'
is a truly difficult question•.. Bas he got us,
in any substantial way, beyond the notion
of a special way of viewing the course of
merely human experience? (35)

One final point of Lewis' is worth citing, namely, what

about cpnflictinz claims?36 Roman Catholics, Hindus and

Moslems all use odd lancuage. How are we to adjucate these
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conflicting claims? In trying to avoid the pit of anthro-

pomorphlsm Ramsey co~e8 dangerously close to that of

agnosticism. 37

vlilliam Aus tin rai ses difficul tie s somewha t related to

those I have already noted. In regard to Ramsey's exa,fnple of

Gestal t for:ns and infini te sum he asks if our grasp of what

goes on here is a disclosure of a mystery.38 fin our non

theological example is the "something more" really mysterious?, '39

In raising the problem of what does a 'cosmic disclosure'

disclose he feels Ramsey can be defended but fails to in

dica te ho'w. LW

I mentioned in our exposition of Austin that he raised

four points about Ramsey that 'leave one uneasy'. They are:

a) "First, it is not as clear as one mj.ght wish
,what constitutes properly tracing models •..
back to disclosures. II (41)

He feels that Ramsey's treatment of models and qualifiers

is too schematic at this point.

b) Second, given his heavy reliance on dis
closures as the basis for harmonization of
models, one 'Wonders how we know that all
disclosures are disclosures of one mystery ...
c) Third, how does one tell a genuine dis
closure from a false one? (42)

As can be seen this third point is quite similar to Lewis.

If a Buddhis t or a l'iluslim claims a disc losure of say, Nirvana

or Allah is this claim to be accepted or not? If not why

accept Ramsey's claims?

d) Finally, granting that models are born in
disclosures of a cornman mystery, one \'T6nders . c.:

why we cannot expect that the models and t.he
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discourse developed from them should
interlock in one non-paradoxical set of
doctrines. (43)

Austin elaborates this final point suggesting three

reasons why the relation between theological models ought

to be taken seriously: 1) They should enable us to be articu

late about mystery, 2) being articulate about mystery involves

using models to interpret experience and 3) it is reasonable

to expect the models used to interpret exp6rience to be co

herent with each other. 44 If the latter criterion is not met

we can still use models but their conflict viill remain a

standing problem. This seems a sound point and one to which

Ramsey himself subscribes when he advances coherence as a

criterion by which to evaluate models.

Point two is importa.nt also. Austin gives two ~easons for

regarding Ramsey's models as interpretations of experience.

First, they are to enable us to be articulate about mystery.

\-Ihile theological mod,elsdiffer from scientific in being con

cerned primarily vlith mystery whereas the latter are COtl-

cerned with articulation the difference is one of emphasis for

all disclosures (inclui?hng theological ones) aim at both

under,s tanding and mystery. 45

Second, the non-theological examples of 'empirical fit'

models (mild depressive and '.§: loves Q') are clearly inter-

pretations of experience. At this point Austin suggests

falsification procedures are not nearly as simple as Ramsey

suggests and refers especially to the works of Hempel,

Quine and Kuhn. 46
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Ferre in summing up Ramseyls discussion of the characteri-

zations of God as elaborated in chapter two of Religious

Langua~ quotes his defence against the charge of lsubjectivism l

and comments lIAlthough Ramsey has here suceeded in 'empha-

sizing l his view he has not advanced a step toward defending

it. He fails to deal with illusions or the place of hallucina

tion in experience. llL.f7 He also fee:;Ls Ramsey has confused

experienclng-~-objectivewith having experience of the

objective.,,48 Experiencing a rope as a snake is not the

same as having experience of a snake.

In addition a point made by Dorothy Emmet in·her dis-

cussion of the role of analogy in theology is qUi~e germane

here. Her com~ent is especially appropriate since the

example used is the a.nalogy of God as a father ltihich Ramsey

treats as a model. She says that to speak in such a way is

to speak neither anthropomorphically or merely symbollically:

It is to illustrate the relation of dependence
which obtains between creature and creator by
means of the analogy of the relation of child
to parent. But the appropriateness of the
analogy depends on the reality of the relation
which it exemplifies. The existence of the
relation cannot be established by analogical
argument. (49)

HoW then are we to assess the validity of these criti-

cisms? iile shall begin Hurlburtt l s since they seem to be the

weakest and shall conclude with my own.

Hurlburtt's complaint is almost but not quite totally

unfounded. Theological models are susceptible to quite

extens i ve change s as the his tory of Chris tian t.bough t s11ovls.

The whole history of Protestantism (which was by no means
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the first attempt to alter the Christian model and theory)

began in an effort to 'reform' the model and this model has

become progressively more radical since. Both Ramsey and

FerrB seem to realize this. FerrB wants to reform the model

and rethink the theory which is precisely what theologians

have been doing (although not in these terms nor probably
/ .

as self-consciously as Ferre advocated) and Ramsey is clearly

doing something like this and does not claim to have said the

final "lord.

This of course may seem to obscure a very sound point

that Hurlburtt has, that scientific models are verifiable and

fruitful in a way that theological ones are not. It is not

quite as obVious however that scientific ~odels are as co-

herent as he thinks. The wave-particle duality is only one

example. Austin makes, a good point here. It seems that both

theology and science need complementary models.

But Hurlburtt begs the question r~,garding the unveri

fiable nB ture of theological models" He does no t show that

the criteria of empirical fit is an unacceptable one nor that

Ramsey's attempt to find an empirical anchorage for religious

lansunge is unsuce s sful. Further we could subs ti tu te 'na tura-

listie' for 'theological and religious' and create similar

difficulties for him and Flew. 50

\fuat then about Flew's points? The spectre of unfals'i-

fiability raises itself here again of course. Ram~ey does

attempt to shay! how the discourse gets off the ground. The

real question is whether or not he justifies it.
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Now at this point the game of intellectual ping-pong

really begins. Hhen Flew (as does Hurlburtt) throws the un

falsifiability problem at the theist he could throw it back.

vlha t vwu Id fal s ify Flew's posit ion? 'Viou Id any amount of .

eVidence of design convince Flew of the falsity of his position?

He would have an obvious counter-retort vi~. if the

universe contained much less or no sUffer~ng, especially of

children and animals,. or if it were the case that \1ha t

suffering there was served· some necessary and useful purpose

and was distributed much more obviously according to merit,

(the 'bad' guys 8.lways sur-fered and the 'good' guys always

prospered etc.) then belief in God would be intelligible.

The theist would then reply, (roughly) that much evil is

due to human free Will, that certain evils make higher goods

possib1e~ that other evils are due to the uniformity of nature

"l'/hlch ie neccesary if we are to make reliable predictions and

control nature and if moral responsibility is possible etc.

Now much more could be said on the subject as indeed much has

been, enough to warrant a separate thesis. I~ intention is

not to solve this problem but that of the intelligibility of

religious language and the adequacy of 'models' in elucidating

this intelligioility.

The problem of evil then is not introduced here because

I intend to solve it (or demonstrate its insolubility). I

have two basic motives for interjecting it. First it is one

indication (contra Flew) of the meaningfulness of religious

discourse. Second it is the most difficult problem for
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Ramsey and his handling of it is one of the \'leakest aspects

of his theology.

(III) Vie shall return to the second point later. For

now let us concentrate on the former. I earlier indicated

why 'I though Flew's example rather than showing the meaning

lessness of religious language showed the opposite. At'this

point it is appropriate to substitute my ~wn theory of

cognj.tive meaning which is probably as inadequate as any other.

I indicated earlier in chapter one that, if SUitably qualified,

the verification/falsification principle was a sound one for

all respectable academic disciplines (except formal ones of

course) and that there were no particularly good reasons for

excepting theology. Instead of stipulating the probably un

attainable ideal of complete verificaticrlor falsification

however \-le should substitute 'confirmation' anc give up the

idea of conclusive confirmation or disconfirmation.

Thus we know v1ha t the proposi tion 12. means if and only if

v,e kn0 11'i \':ha t would tend to confirm it and disconfirm it. Vie

know 'i'lha t \'loulc3 tend to confirm "All croViS are black fa (all

observed crows being black) and what would disco~firm it (a

white crow) It might seem that the latter would give us con

clusive disconfirmation. But it is open to the universal

blackcrowist to maintain that this odd looking bird is merely

a funny type of sparrow.

The existence of evil then is disconflrmin~ evidence of

God's existence (or goodness). The maldistribution of pain

and suffering is, evidence eithar that God is unjust or does
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not exist. A universe where only the 'guilty' suffered and

the innocent did not or where there was evidence of beneficent

design would be the opposite.

This criterion preserves to a degree the intelligibility

of 'immortality' language (using the term in a more traditional

manner than Ramsey ) Survival of death or resuscit'ation of the

corpse would be confirmation of immortality but obViously

not conclusive evidence. There could .be no such thins from

the lop.;i~ of the si tuation. \Je could not knov'i until the end

of eternity if we were immortal. On the op~osite scale

there could be a qui te plausible case for denying im;nortali ty·.

The close connection, for exa..nple, of brain processes id th

thou~ht and consciousness constitutes evidence a~ainst the
~ ~

concept of survival and the dissolution of the corpse into

its constituent chemical elements is confirmation of the

implausibility of resurrection. Again psychic rese8rch and

the moral argument may be regarded as confirmEi.tion of

immortality.

None of these arguments strikes me as conclusive but

this hardly makes them unintelligible. On the contrary the

fact that we can appeal to the above cited evidence indicates

the opposite. It is significant that the believer in

i~mortality, WOUld, cite psychic research or the moral argument

~nd not such facts as 'Birds fiy' or 'The Democrats won the

1960 election'. N~r does the denier of immortality point to

the elliptic~l orbits of the planets or the mating habits of

the Perian earthvwrm as the gro1J:n(~s for his skepticism. Yet
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if these concepts of immortality were unintelligible it is

difficult to see how this 'V-iould be possible.

Take as a contrast an obviously meaningless phrase such

as 'Green 'V-iisdom flies slowly' or 'No thinR:ness nothinR:s'.
~. '-'

"lauld anything confirm or disconfirm either of these asser-

tions even partially? Further the moral argument re8arding

immortality cuts both ways and this too is significant.

In Chris~lan Discourse Ramsey mentions F.D. Maurice's re-

jection of the doctrine of hell. He notes that Maurice did

not reject it because of any 'humane revulsion against the

notion that the majority of mankind could be doomed to

eternal punishment. ,51 This revulsion seems to be at the

heart of Ramsey's and Ferr~'s (it obviously is in the latter's

case) rejection of this doctrine, and of its rejection by

countless others. But it is certainly not rejected because

of its mea.ninglessness. On the contrary it is precisely

because people understand wha t this doctrine me<.',ns that they

do· reject it.

The rejection is not purely empirical nor for that matter

purely moral eitcJer. It is more 10SiccH than anything else. 52

At least this seems to be the case \'Ii th Ferr-E;. The concept

of §.~~ as Fer'r~e sees it is not consistent v-ii th that of

Hell. Nov; at thi.s point Ferr~ has a much clearer and stronger

case than Ramsey. On the former's premises he bas very goOd

grounds for rejecting said dogma. But the unintelligibility

of Ramsey's concepts comes clearly to the fore here.

In Relip:ious Lan,R:uap.;e as we saw in dealing \'Ii th the
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problem of ev:':, ." ,:~ ,:;~;jd we use the \-lord 'good.' of God too

casually and Llf.1" '(;;,:)0. 1 is ot',tside of 'good' language al-

together. But :t:',' (,1,,:: s is the case Ramsey would have no

grounds as Ferrg Joes for rejecting hellfire. After all if

God is good in ~"Oi.Qe qui te different sense than the ordinary

then it is hard ~o see how God's ~oodness' (if we can still

use the term) is :i.nconsistent with hellfire. In speaking of

God in terms 0:C' ! e,up,ir'eme redeeming love 1 Ramsey tells us "we

are not making an assertion in descriptive psycholcgy- we are

not claiming to }::n'-,\;i f",;:,mething about the private life of

God. ,,53

This is the first of the three major problems 8.nd diffi-

culties wi th Han;sey 11::; thesis that I Wish to stress. In

attempting to avoid th(,' Scylla of anthropomorphism and the

Charybdis of a.gnost.ic j.sm Ramsey certainly avoids the former

but what about the latter? The second major problem is that

of coh~ce. For n0 1 I 8h8.l1 dl",ell on the first sioce I have

in effect already raised it.

He can in ttJis co:ntext consider Lewis 1 cri tique of

Ramsey that he ~81:'; t~G concept of immortality (among others)

vague and impr€-<::', ,', .;I.n':-I is in danger of removing antic

refenence. It ceems 'La be a valid criticism.

Of course Samsey does not want to remove antic ref~reClce

but intent anc] h;::;ul':~ ten differ and it is the latter we

want to deal ~l~h ~e~? First it is not at all clear to

me that Ramsey' [, CCC'-;('",T, of 'First cause I 'infini tely wise

and ~ood I and I ~~jr:r)(.':c·, '. ,:.~~, ty I are more intelli.:.zible than the
~. -
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ones they are apparently designed to replace. I say 'appar

ently' because it is not clear whether Ramsey is offering a

ne,-! concept or"m.e~&l-jT elucidat.ing vJhat he feels was implici t

in the older ones.

At any re.te some of his arguments against 'tradi tional'

interpretations of old concept.s do not seem at all cogent.

It is no t self-evident the.t 'first ca.use', i inf ini tely wi se '

etc. 13,re self-contrad ictory. He says for example that 'wise I

implies 'wiser' and 'good' implies 'better'. True, but he

has apparently never absorbed the'elementary school lesson

regarding the gramma.r of superlat.ives. VIe have 'good '

'better I and 'best', and 'vlise' 'w12er' and 'wisest'. It

might be wrong but it. hardly seems contradictory to call

Solomon the viises t person who. ever- lives. That' wise I implies

'wiser' does not mean anyone was wiser than Sol011l0m. Similary

if God is infinitely wise (or better prefectly wise) not only

is no one wiser tll.an he but it would not be possible for any

one to be wiser.

To say that 'God is inf1ni tely wise' in this latter

sense may be false or at. least impossible to verify (presum

ably the design argument is supposed to offer confirmin~ but

not conclusive evidence for this claim) but it is at least

intelligible and does not seem can tr[-:1.d ic tory. Ramsey's con

cept however is very difficult to define since he won't let

it be de scriptive. Even the analogic8,1 use of I ",;ise 'is more

intelligible since there is at least some connection between

'wisdom' as used of God and as used of Man, (as is the case
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with 'good') but Hamsey seeWs to destroy even this minimum

of intelligibili ty by putting 'God' outside good and wise langu2",,~e

altogether.

Nor is the concept 'first cause' obviously self-con-

trad ic tory. Perhaps it is but the "Jay Ramsey argues it seems

to be a £§.titio principii against the cosmological argur:p.ent.

There can be no first cause because '., cause' implies a prede-

cessor. But this is anything but clear. Aristotle, Aquinas

and R. Taylor certainly didn't (or don't) think so. There

are surely better arguments against the cosmological proof

than this. further as indicated earlier Taylor is much

cles.rer about 1tiha.t he means by 'first, cause' than Ramsey is.

In fact Ramsey is always much clearer in rejectiu8 positions

than he is in embracing them. Ferr~'s concept of a~aDe is..... ~

fairly straightforward and intelligible. Ramsey's ideas of

'love' and 'good' do not seem to be nearly as lucid.

The second major problem Ramsey has is that of coherence.

Here Austin is relevant, although he perhaps points the way

out of the dilemma with his 'comelementar1st' interpretation

of models. As we saw he said that models should be expected

to cohere since they are interpretations of experience and

Ramsey himslef stipulates coherence as one of the criteria for

evaluating models.

Thi 8 I,:as one of the four po in ts the. t left Au s tin 'uneasy'

about Ramsey. (and was one of Hurlburtt's points) Now it is

all too easy to point to the wave-particle duality in optics.

Ramsey himself cites this in Reli~ion and Science. 54 Even
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if this is taken as a useful parallel he still has problems.

But even this is dubitable. Austin points out, perhaps

correctlY7 that Ramsey is over-confident about the wave

particle duality.55 Further the physicist can point to the

At any rate there are still two further problems for

Ramsey even if we grant that the wave-particle duality is a

parallel to theological paradox. First, if contradictory or

incompatible models can be used by theologians to interpret

'religious experience' then it is difficult to see the point

behind Ramsey's coherence criteria. It becomes a dead letter

that can never be appliea. If someone points out an apparent

anomaly, contradiction 7 paradox or whatever in Ramsey's theo"ry

and between his models he will merely reply that these are

not picture models and are not descriptive so the problem

does not arise and anyway scientists have similar problems.

The coherence criterion in fact is no criterion at all. It

is made inoperative by these moves and Ramsey's models do

die the death by a thousand qualifiers.

Second the appeal to the "'lave-particle duality is one

of Ramsey's arguments for regarding the scientific map as

fragmented and in need of integration by a theological model.

But if in fact the theist himself has similar models his own

map is fragmented and therefore in need of integration.
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'God' like 'light' is referred to by using imcompatible models.

But how can 'God t serve an integrating function if the word

itself is in need of integration?

The third major problem for Ramsey is tha.t of 'empirical

fit'. This is related to a number of problems most of which

have been raised by the writers referred to earlier. I. have

suggested already that religious language, is intelligible,

at least as interpreted either in a traditional sense (if

there is such a thing - there are probably at least 57 varieties

of 'traditiona~ tbeism) or as reinterpreted by a 'reformer'

....
such as Ferre.

The real problem with religious language it seems is

not its meanino;fulness but its truth. The conclusion Flew

should have come to if his insight is valid is not that

'God loves us' is meaningless but that is is false. Tall:e as

perhaps abetter example the statement 'God created the heavens

and 0he earth in 4004 B,C! One might be tempted to call it

meaningless but it is more likely to be regarded as false,

and whatevE.r the defects of tradition?.lChristian theism it is

least has the virtue. of being falsifia,ble,' to this degree.

Ramsey himself Lnplici ty concedes this in discussing

the Fall of man. He admi ts that it can describe no historical

event and that Christians who try to maintain that it does

are playing into the hands of the enemy and have lost the

battle before it begins. 57 ~fu.y? Presumably because the

empirical evidence against this position is very conclusive

even if not absolutely conclusive. But agc'tin at least 1:,1:1i8
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position has the merit Of being falsifiable (because falsified)

while it is not at all easy to stipulate what would dis

confirm let alone falsify Ramsey's position.

But perhaps this is being too harsh or unfair to R::?,msey.

I am prepared to grant that what Ramsey is saying is intelli

gible even if I can't understnad ali of it partly at least

because there does after' all seem to be confirming or dis

confirming evidence for it. The disclosures Ramsey talks

about do give him an empirical anchorage no matter how weak

it may seem.

The real problem is to justify the objective, ontological

reference of these disclosures. Now here a great deal can

be conceded. First of all he does have a firm basis for

arguin5 that we have a self-awareness that is not reducible to

observables anctranscends the spatio-temporal aspects of

our behaviour. Second, it does make sense to speak of a

'sense of duty' and even of a sense of freedom (but not free

\'lill )58

I would even be prepared to add to this list items that

are objects of extrasensory perception - space, time even per

haps aestbetic experience. I am further prepared to concede

that the concept of 'empirical fit' is a tenable and accep

table alternative to experimental verification even if Ramsey

exaggerates the difference between these two. I am even

sympathetic to the whole project of constructing models and

theories to elucidate the phenomena of religious experience.

As a program it is very interestio5 and possibly fruitful.
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I see no ~priori reasons for ruling it out of court. But

it does seem that a great deal more is needed to justify

the enterprise not ~process but as product.

But granting all this we still have this problem: all

the concepts that involve 'more than observables' - 'duty'

'frEedom' 'space and time' etc. also involve observables and

are categories needed to make sense out of observation. Is
"

the same true of 'God'? Here Ramsey would cl~im that the dis-

closure situation justifies positing the term 'God' as other

disclosure-si tuations jus tify pos i tinE) 'I', 'freedom' etc.

But the critiques of Ferr~, Lewis and Austin become relevant

here as well as those of Miss Emmet.

How do we tell a genuine disclosure from a false one?

(Austin) \mat about the disclosures and odd languages of

Hindus and Buddhists? (LeWis) vvhat about hallucinations and

dreams? (FerrB) Are disclosures perhaps not fantasies or

perhaps wishfulfillmerits? To experience an oasis (or mirage)

as Clbjective is not to have experience of an objective oasis.

Ramsey has exhibited the peculiarites and logical oddity of

religious language but he needs both to elucidate the meaning

of it' more-clearly and indicate hOVi it is validated much

more cogently and lucidly. This, of course, does not mean

it can't be done. I don't know if it can be but it does seem

to be clear that Ramsey has not yet done.it.

\Jhat about Ferr~ and Austin? I find myself more sym

pathetic to Ferre (then to Ramsey) mainly because he seems

more intelligible and straightfon..,rard and also because ; "
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his concept of models is closer to that of philosophers of

science and hence seems to have a greater cognitive signifi-

cance.

But even here there are problems. Once again one can
..

make important concessions. One can certainly sympathize wi tho

any, attempt to reform the Christian model by emphasis on

agape as an antidote to certain undesirable moral consequences

.. /
of the old model (although it should be noted, that Ferre fails

to ShO"V'i this undesirabili ty). vlhether these consequence are

due to the model is a moot point but it is difficult not to

sympathize with the proposed reform.

But do all the consequences he wants follow from making

§3~~ the dominant model? This will undoubtemly help us ad-

judicate conflicting value stances within Christian theory,

lead us to modify or reject certain doctrines and help us

unpack the morG,l attributes of God. But what about the

metaphysical (or natu~al) attributes of God? Do, say,

simplicity, infinity, aseity et. ale follow from the aFa~

model?

Further what justifies us in choosing the a~ape model?

It would bB nice to believe in the ultimate rightness of

things but can such a belief be sustained? Perhaps it can

~but Ferre offers no reasons for it other than a value judgement

about the importance of ~~~.

\thy for example not accept a hell-consigning God and

simply deny predicating '§'E.§£~ of him? Or why posit the moral

attributes of God or even God himself? Fertfe himself ac-
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Knowledses that:

theolo~ical statements are not the only ones
which provide possible models for the oblique
understanding of the nature of things. 11any
rival conceptual syntheses are urged from
different quarters. All, including theism,
suffer apparent weakness; (59) .

He does offer interesting criteria Or adjudicating principles

for deciding about models:

if some models are capable of providing
greater coherence and adequacy than o~hers,

we may begin to suspect that this tells us
something not only about the models but also
about what reality is like: reality is of
such a character that a metaphysical system
based on model X is more capable of inter
preting our experience and unlfying our
ideas than is a metaphysical system based
on mode 1 Y. (60 )

I see no reason to quarrel with this b~t then Ferr~ is

still left with the problem of demonstrating the greater co

ijerence and adequacy of the theistic model to that of "quanta

of energy without purpose or intrinsic value"61

Perhaps it is pos~ible to demonstrate one to be more co~

herent and adequate than the other but Ferr~ does not show

this in any great detail. The same pbint, it seems, arises

for Ferre as for Ramsey. JUdged in terms of empirical fit

or coherence and adequacy do the models of Ferre and Ramsey

survive their own criteria?
,

Perhaps they can. Jut I think Ferre

and Ramsey both have to offer a more convincing case.

The suggestion of Austj.n is also interesting and per.

haps frui tful. Again no a priori reason tha.t I can see in-

duces me to reject it. If physicists can use a wave-particle

dualism and speak of space as both finite and unb·)unded why
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can't the theist speak of God as both merciful and just and

of Christ as both Son of man and son of God? (and therefore

presumably both finite and infinite i.e. unboundedl)

The answer to this question leaps to the eye. After all

~he physicist presumably has good empirical reaSOns and com

licated mathematical formulae for rega.rding light as both

wave and particle. Certain experimental phenomena require

explanation of light in terms of one conGept and other

phenomena require explanation in terms of the other. Similar

reasons, I assume, dictate the paradoxes about space. Indeed

one need not know much about relativity theory to realize

there are paradoxes of space and time. Zeno and Kant pointed

some of these out long before Einstein.

The problem then for the theist is to present empirical

evidence for his 'paradoxes' and models. Can he show, for

exa.mple, that there are good reasons for treating ~he pheno

mena as revealing Goo as just in some cases and merciful in

others? Can he give empirical anchorage for the claim that

Jesus, to be understood)must be regarded in some way as the

son of God? (the first aspect of this paradox- the humanity

of Jesus ~ would be relatively easy to demonstrate)

If the theist can do this he will have a tenable case

for his models and paradoxes. If not he may be able to main

tain the intelligibility of his concepts but will have no

cogent reasons for accepting their applicability to reality.

Ramsey as we have seen claims to maintain both - intElligi

bility and applicability to reality. He asserts lithe very
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disclosure - is that the ob-

jective reference is safeguarded, for the object declares

its objectivity by actively confronting us ll
•
62

Now theology i8 unique compared to the sciences for

(among other reasons)l::'~,object is peculia.rlyelusive. The

physicist can point to electrical, optical;.magnetic etc.

phenomena. As the biologist can point to living things so

the socip.l scientis·t can point to h:man beings and the pheno-

mena of economic, political, social and cultural systems.

Perhaps it may seem that the 'chemist and historian and archaeo-

logist are in a similar posi tion. "lifo man he,th seen God at

any time l163 but no man hath seen sUb-atomic particles nor

doth the historian or archaeologist see the events of the past.

They can of course point to phenomena (chemical reactions,

documents, inscriptions, relics etc.) that clearly testify to

some objective phenomena that they study. But God is

singularly elusive. 'Does Ramsey help us here?

He claims that the stories of immuta.bili ty and impassi

bility are the "foundations in fact for assertions about

God's immuta,oili ty snd impassibili ty 1164 But while the

examples belp us to understand 1dha t is meant by calling "God tl

im.mutable and impassible they don r t justify applyine: these

attributes to God all they justify is their applicability to

the universe. Precisely how do we leap from "The universe

discloses situations of permanence and impassibility" to

"God is immuta.ble and impassible"? There are too many logical

and episternic gaps here that Ramsey fails to fill in.
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This is a good example of Ramseyls ambiguous use of

'disclosure'. In these stories there a.re at least t ....iO types

of disclosure: (a) one in which we gain an understanding of

A in terms of B whether or not B or A exist and (b) the case

where we grasp something more in an existent. Ramsey

acco~plishes (a) in the case of immutability and impassibility

but not (b) although he claims to have done so.

Ramsey has similar problems with 'goodness' although

here the issue is complicated by an additional difficulty.

In chapter three we saw Ramsey place 'God' outside of mutable

and pass ible language. But he- also placed the ter,n au tsic5.e

of 'good' language. Here Ramsey has a serious problem. (1)

Is God outside of 'good l language as he is said to be outside

of mutable and pasaible language? If so God is not good, a

rather disastrous consequence. (2) Is God outside of Igood l

language as a ston~, tree or even an animal might be? Then he

is amore.I.

Assuming that Ramsey can escape the horns of this dilemma

and draw an analogy between infinite goodness and infinite

sums we still have the problem of reference. \my predicate

of God infinite wisdom and infinite goodness, that is, why

assume there is a "spiri t i"nfini te in his being 'wisdom, good

ness, justice, and truth" (\Jestrninster Confession)? There

is just as great an epistemological and logical gap between

"There are infinite sums" and "A circle is a polygon viith an

infinite number of sides tl on the one hand and "God is infinitely

good and 'VIl ise" on the other," as there vias in our previous·
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examples of immutability and impassibility.

The problem of meaning in short is a bogus problem. But

the Flew-Hepburn challenge is by no means conf1ned so narrowly

and while Ram~ey, Hick, Ferr'8 and Austin to a large extent

meet the challenge on the ground of meaning it may well be a

Pyrrhic victory if the real problem of verification (reference)

is not met and as of yet it has not been. From this, of

course, it does not follow that it cannot be met but cer

tainly the theist has a great deal of logical-epistemological

homework to do.
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